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Abstract
SPECT (single photon emission computed tomography) is a tomographic technique
used for measurement of radiotracer concentration in vivo. The effect of attenuation and
Compton scatter severely impacts the quantitative accuracy of SPECT images. Direct
measurement using a transmission technique is the most accurate way of compensating
for attenuation. This thesis cover SPECT study using 67Ga, but has relevance to other
radionuclides with multiple energies. Since post-injection transmission is required, the
transmission and emission data are acquired simultaneously using 153Gd and 67Ga
respectively. The disadvantage of simultaneous acquisition is the contamination of
transmission data by the spillover from the 93.5 keV photopeak and downscatter from
the higher energy photopeaks (184 keV and 300 keV) of 67Ga. The aim of this thesis is
to develop a correction method to produce a corrected attenuation map that can be used
for attenuation correction in the emission reconstruction.
The window settings were optimised using statistical tables in order to reduce the
spillover in the transmission window. The distribution of scatter events reaching the
detector in the transmission window as a proportion of total events in the upper energy
window (184 keV) was determined by convolving the upper energy window with a bi
exponential scatter function. The scatter function, spillover and scatter fractions were
estimated by using the geometric mean of opposing views for sources at different depth
in different media. The relationship between scatter fraction, spillover fraction and
measured attenuation path length was established. The scatter and spillover fractions
were determined by using the transmission data using an iterative process. The
corrected transmission projections were reconstructed and the corrected attenuation map
was scaled to take into account the difference in photon energies of the two
radionuclides. This was then used to reconstruct the combined emission images (90 +
184 keV) of a thorax phantom and human volunteer using the OSEM algorithm.
It has been found that the bi-exponential scatter function is independent of material
and depth of source. The scatter fraction and spillover both depend on the thickness and
density of attenuating material. Since estimation requires knowledge of the attenuation
path length (jid) it is necessary to use an iterative process for correction of the
transmission map in practice. Corrected transmission data improved the contrast and
quantitative accuracy of the emission images of the thorax phantom. The quantitative
errors observed in the emission images reconstructed with the corrected transmission
XVI

map were +7 % and -8 % in the lung and liver respectively compare to -35% and -54%
reconstructed with an uncorrected transmission map. All error values are relative to the
emission images reconstmcted with uncontaminated (true) transmission map. Similarly
in the clinical study corrected transmission data improved the contrast and visualisation.
In conclusion the transmission based correction method can be applied to correct the
attenuation map used in attenuation correction for emission images of

Ga SPECT.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) is a tomographic technique
that allows three-dimensional (3D) visualization of biochemical or physiological
processes in the human body by external detection of photons from an administered
radiopharmaceutical. In this technique a radiopharmaceutical is injected into the body
and is taken up by the organ of interest. A 3D stack of slices representing the
distribution of activity is reconstructed from the two dimensional (2D) projection data
collected by a rotating gamma camera. SPECT reveals the function of the body rather
than its structure. For example, the injected radiopharmaceutical may be taken up by the
unhealthy tissue and not by the healthy tissue; SPECT will then reveal the unhealthy
tissue as a bright region in the reconstructed image.

However, its ability to depict a

"true" activity map depends largely on the imaging properties of the SPECT system as
well as on the methods used for converting the acquired data into values reflecting the
activity distribution.
Photon attenuation and scattering are two of the most critical factors in achieving
high quantitative accuracy in SPECT. Photons emitted by radiopharmaceuticals can
undergo photoelectric interaction with the inner-shell atomic electrons of a medium and
get completely absorbed by the medium. On the other hand photons can also interact
with the loosely bound electrons in the medium and be Compton scattered. The energy
of the scattered photons can be lower than or the same as that of the incident photons. In
the body due to the low atomic number (Z) composition of the soft tissue and water,
Compton scattering dominates. Since these factors are related to the density and
composition of the body tissues it is crucial to have access to individual attenuation
maps to account for the attenuation and scatter effects when high quantitative accuracy
is desired.

1.1 67Ga (Gallium-67)

1.1.1 Production
67Ga can be produced by two processes, namely deuteron bombardment and proton
bombardment of nuclei of stable ^6Zn and 68Zn respectively. A pure zinc target in the
form of an oxide is irradiated with a 20 MeV proton beam in the case of

Zn or with an
1

8 MeV deuteron beam in the case of

f\f\

•

Zn in a cyclotron at a certain beam current for a

specified time. After irradiation the target is dissolved in 7 N HC1 and carrier-free 67Ga
is extracted with isopropyl ether. It may be complexed with citric acid to form 67Ga
citrate which is most commonly used in nuclear medicine.
66Ga as an impurity can be associated with 67Ga but the half-life of 66Ga is 9 hrs and
that of

f\H

Ga is 78 hrs.

f\f\

Ga is allowed to decay significantly before the chemical

processing of 67Ga in order to remove the impurity of 66Ga from the 67Ga (Saha 1998).

1.1.2 Use, uptake mechanism and exretion
Ga is used for detecting various neoplastic diseases such as head and neck tumors,
hodgkin’s disease, lymphomas, lung

tumors, bone tumors, many benign disorders,

pyogenic abcesses and many inflammatory diseases. 67Ga in the plasma is bound to
transferrin and hence its plasma clearance is slow. It is nonspecific in its biodistribution
and from 48 hrs to 72 hrs it is seen in liver (~5%),
marrow(~25%).

kidney (~2%) and bone

Ga is secreted by the large intestine resulting in an increased activity

in the bowel which can create problems. Therefore, a patient is given laxatives before
scanning, to clear the bowel activity.
The mechanism of localization of 67Ga is not clear (Weiner 1996). It binds with the
lactoferrin present in the body tissue which is responsible for the localization of

Ga in

the inflammatory tissues and abcesses. It also binds with the tranferrin-specific
receptors present in the cell membrane. The normal distribution of the

Ga is in the

liver, spleen, bone marrow and bone. Breast uptake can be seen in benign conditions
such as lactation, pregnancy and the use of oral contraceptives. Salivary gland uptake
can be seen after chemotherapy. These pitfalls should be considered when doing

Ga

scans.
About 20% of 67Ga is excreted via the gastro-intestinal (GI) tract and colonic
mucosa. The excretion of 67Ga for 24 hrs is mainly through the kidney and 25% activity
is eliminated after 48 hrs. 67Ga is also eliminated through the colon and body fluid,
including milk - hence breastfeeding is often discontinued.
The administered activity for a SPECT scan is in the range 111 to 222 MBq or 1.85
MBq per kg.

?

1.1.3 Decay scheme
The decay of 67Ga follows a multiple energy scheme with the majority of emitted
photons falling in the 90-300 keV region as shown in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1 Decay scheme of 67Ga and % abundance of different energy photons

|

Energy (keV)

%Abundance

Energy (keV)

%Abundance

91.3

3.2

393.5

4.7

93.3

39.2

494.7

<1

184.6

21.2

703.1

<1

209.0

2.4

794.4

<1

300.2

16.8

887.7

<1

67Ga scintigraphy is a technically demanding imaging procedure mainly for two
reasons; first, the target to background ratio is sometimes low and second

Ga has a

range of gamma emissions which have different counting efficiencies and scattering
properties. In addition, the higher energy emissions are more likely to penetrate the
collimator septa, resulting in image degradation.

The use of a medium energy

collimator limits the amount of septal penetration.

1.2 M otivation for the work

Figure 1.1 Energy spectrum of 67Ga (adapted from Farncombe 2002)
The impact of scattered photons in SPECT data has been extensively studied for
various " mTc compounds ( Fakhri et al. 1999 and de Vries et al. 1997). These studies
have found that the scattered photons have a relatively minor impact on the
3

reconstructed image quality. This is possibly because of the added information present
in the photons scattered at small angles, which may compensate in part for any loss of
contrast due to the imaging of photons with larger scattering angles. However, the
influence of scattered photons in

Ga SPECT imaging is less well understood as the

multiple energy decay scheme and subsequent scatter within the patient results in a
large number of scattered photons appearing in lower energy acquisition windows
(Fig. 1.1). Quantitative SPECT of

Ga requires accurate measurement of attenuation

particularly in highly heterogeneous areas (e.g. thorax). For non-uniform attenuation
correction, usually a transmission study can be performed prior to the emission scan, but
it doubles the time and increases the chance of misregistration. To overcome this
problem efforts have been made to perform simultaneous measurements of emission
and transmission. Virtually any radioisotope can be used in the transmission scan as
long as the energy of the transmission source is not vastly different from that of the
emission acquisition. Several radioisotopes have been employed for this purpose
including 153Gd (97 keV (40% abundant) and 103 keV (60% abundant) with an average
energy around 100 keV), " mTc(140 keV), 241Am(59 keV), and 57Co(122 keV). In our
work, 153Gd is used as a transmission source and data are acquired using simultaneous
emission-transmission tomography. The main draw- back of this technique is that
transmission data also are contaminated by scatter events from the higher energy
windows. The situation is further complicated when the emission source or transmission
source has multiple energy peaks, for example, in the case of

Ga where the energy

spectrum, as shown in Fig. 1.2, has 93 keV (39.2% abundant) , 184 keV (21.2%
abundant) and 300 keV (16.8% abundant) gamma ray peaks. In this case there will be a
significant number of photons detected in the 100 keV 153Gd window while performing
the simultaneous emission and transmission imaging due to i) downscatter from the
upper energy of 67Ga and ii) spillover from the 93 keV energy window because of the
proximity of the lower emission and transmission energies. We refer to any photons
from the 67Ga high-energy widows that are detected in the transmission window (100
keV) as downscatter. Any photons that are detected in the transmission window due to
the overlapping of the lower energy window (93 keV) of 67Ga with the transmission
window (100 keV) are referred to as spillover. These contaminations in the transmission
window hamper the reconstruction of the attenuation map (Beekman et al. 1998a, Tan
et al. 1993, Heller et al. 1997, Almquist et al. 1999).

4

Spill-over

Ga-67

Emission Transmission
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Figure 1.2 Spillover and downscatter in the transmission window using
67Ga and 153Gd

Because of the strong influence of the downscatter and the spillover on the
quantitation and accuracy of the transmission map, simultaneous emission and
transmission tomography requires correction for this downscatter and spillover and then
the corrected transmission map can be used for attenuation correction.
In order to solve the problem of photon attenuation one needs to know the
attenuation coefficient or attenuation map for the individual patient being studied.
Techniques have been developed to correct for the attenuation and scattering in SPECT
for single energy photon emitters such as " mTc and multienergy emitters such as 201T1
where there is no spillover in the transmission window due to overlapping of the
emission and transmission windows. However, these techniques are not satisfactory for
generating the patient specific attenuation maps in the case of a multi-eneigy emitter
such as 67Ga, in which the emitted photon energy window overlaps with the
transmission window for 153Gd in addition to the downscatter.
5

The work presented in this thesis is aimed at finding solutions for attenuation
f\H
compensation for Ga.

1.3 Objectives
As has been described above, the problem with the present method of simultaneous
measurements of the emission and transmission photons is the degradation of the image
caused by the downscatter from the higher emission energies and the spillover from the
93 keV energy window of

Ga.

The objectives are:

1. To correct 153Gd transmission data for downscatter and spillover when acquired
f\l
simultaneously with Ga emission data.
2. To reconstruct accurate attenuation maps for use in attenuation correction of the
studies.

Ga
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Chapter 2
Background

2.1 Radionuclide imaging (Nuclear Medicine)
The roots of nuclear medicine go back to Henri Becquerel's discovery of
radioactivity in 1896. The idea that radioactivity results from the spontaneous discharge
of an element was developed by Frederick Soddy in 1903. The development of the
cyclotron by Emerst 0. Lawrence in 1931 paved the way for major experiments
conducted later at the Radium Institute in Paris where Irene Curie, the daughter of
Pierre and Marie, and her husband, Frederic Joliot, produced artificial radioactive
isotopes in early 1934. After the Joliot-Curie announcement, physicists from around the
world began to search for additional types of radioactive isotopes.
Georg de Hevesy played an important role in these early discoveries. He is credited
with establishing the half-life calculation for radionuclides and the initial tracer
experiments used in the clinical setting today. The use of such tracers to study
physiological systems is referred to as the tracer principle and s used in the field of
nuclear medicine.
Nuclear medicine is a safe and painless technique for showing the function of organs,
soft tissues and bones, and diagnosing the abnormalities therein. Nuclear scans are
especially helpful in finding and treating defects in the structure of an organ such as a
blockage, pockets of infection (abscesses), unsuspected fractures, degenerative changes
or tumors. Nuclear medicine scans often can identify abnormalities very early in the
progression of a disease, a time when there may be a more successful prognosis. A tiny
amount of radioactive "tracer," or radiopharmaceutical is used for scanning in nuclear
medicine, which distributes itself to specific organs, bones or tissues. The tracer may be
administered orally or by an injection a few minutes to five hours before the scan is
performed, depending on the type of the procedure. The tracer emits gamma rays (60
511 keV) and a three-dimensional distribution of the tracer can be obtained by using an
external gamma ray detector such as a gamma camera. The entire procedure is very safe
and delivers only small amount of radiation to the body. The administered
radiopharmaceutical is eliminated from body typically within 24 hrs.
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2.2 Interaction of radiation with matter

2.2.1 Introduction
In nuclear medicine we are dealing with electromagnetic radiation (photons). As this
radiation passes through matter, its intensity decreases. The intensity decrease or the
attenuation of the radiation is governed by the following equation:
C = C 0 x e~

Eq.2.1

here Co is the incident intensity of the primary beam of photons, C is the intensity of the
photon beam after passing through a thickness d of the material, jd is called the linear
attenuation coefficient of the material which depends on the wavelength or energy of
the incident radiation and atomic number (Z) of the matter. If the photon energy is
above 10 keV then there are three main processes of interaction of the radiation with
matter:
1.Photoelectric effect
2. Compton scattering
3. Pair production
Pair production is not possible below energy of 1.02 MeV. We are therefore
concerned only with the other two interactions.

2.2.2 Photoelectric effect
In the photoelectric effect the incident photon loses all its energy to eject an electron
from an atom. The ejected electron has a kinetic energy equal to the difference between
the binding energy of the ejected electron and the energy of the incident photon. The
photoelectric effect predominantly occurs in the inner shells (closer to the nucleus) of an
atom. The vacancy created by the ejection of the electrons in the inner shells is filled by
the outer-orbit electrons resulting in the emission of characteristic x-rays. In the gamma
camera imaging system the photoelectric effect mainly occurs when photons interact
with the detector and produce photoelectrons.

2.2.3 Compton scattering
Compton scattering occurs when the incident photon interacts with loosely bound
electrons of the outer orbits of an atom as shown in Fig. 2.1. The collision results in a
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recoil electron and a scattered photon. The scattered photon suffers energy loss and also
travels in a direction different from the incident photon. The energy of the scattered
photon is related to the scatter angle 0 by the Compton equation (Compton 1923):
E0
E sc = T-------------------f
Eq (1- cos 6 ) r
1+
V

Eq 2.2

0.511

where E0 and Esc are the energies in MeV of the incident and scattered photons
respectively. Thus the minimum energy of the scattered photon is dependent on the
energy of the incident photon. The probability of scattering in any particular direction
c

da

is given by the Klein-Nishina equation (Klein et al. 1929):

dGe
dQ

1
2
0 1+ a( 1- cos0)

2

a^(l-co s0 )“
1+ cos“ 6 i
2
(1 + cos^ 6)[1 + a(l-cos#)]

Eq 2.3

where rQ is the classical electron radius and a=Eo/0.511. Compton scattering mainly
occurs inside the patient and to a lesser extent in the detector crystal.

Figure 2.1 Compton scattering
(adapted from www.physics.ubc.ca/~mirg/home/tutorial/pics/compt.gif)
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2.3 Gamma camera
The Anger camera or simply the gamma camera is now almost exclusively used for
imaging single photon emitting radionuclides in nuclear medicine. The gamma camera
was first described in 1958 by Anger (Anger 1958) and consists of a large inorganic
scintillator Nal (Tl) (thallium activated sodium iodide) coupled to an array of
photomultiplier tubes as shown in Fig. 2.2.
Gamma rays emitted from the patient interact with the crystal by Compton scattering
or the photoelectric effect and produce light photons as shown in Fig. 2.3, which in turn
interact with the photocathode of the photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) producing electrical
pulses. The amplitude of these electrical pulses is proportional to the amount of light
that reaches the photo-cathode, which depends on how close the y-photon interaction
occurred to a PMT. Thus from the relative outputs of the PMTs the location of gamma
interactions in the crystal can be determined. The sum of all PMT outputs is
proportional to the photon energy deposited in the crystal and is passed through a pulse
height analyzer in order to only accept interactions within a specific energy range.
Only gamma rays travelling at a particular angle pass through the collimator holes
and interact with the crystal, with non-perpendicular gamma rays being absorbed by the
septa which are constructed from a high density material such as lead. Thus, with a
parallel-hole collimator it can be assumed that a detected gamma ray originated at a
location somewhere along a line from the point of interaction perpendicular to the
crystal. However, this is only true for non-scattered gamma rays. A loss of energy is
associated with scattering and hence a substantial number, but by no-means all,
scattered events can be eliminated based on their lower energy. Parallel-hole collimators
provide a one-to-one projection of the activity distribution. Collimator design is a
compromise between the sensitivity and the resolution of the gamma camera. The
resolution of a collimator is typically expressed as the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the line spread function. Collimators are highly inefficient, with an
efficiency of 0.04% and a resolution of approximately 10-mm being typical for parallel
hole collimators (Adams 1987).
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Figure 2.2 Sketch diagram of gamma camera
(adapted from www.physics.ubc.ca/~mirg/home/tutorial/pics/compt.gif)

Inside the detector

Figure 2.3 Interaction of electrons in a detector
(adapted from www.physics.ubc.ca/~mirg/home/tutorial/pics/compt.gif)
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2.4 Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECIE
The gamma camera provides “planar” images, compressing the 3D activity
concentration into a 2D image. Therefore, emissions from overlying and underlying
structures cannot be distinguished due to superimposition of the structures. Some depth
information can be obtained by taking images at different angles around the source.
Tomography comes from the Greek word tomos (to slice) and provides an alternative
approach to planar imaging allowing selection of a specific plane or slice within 3D
object. Computed tomography can provide individual tomographic slices, which are
independent of each other. It relies on taking projections at regular angular increments
around the patient and then uses mathematical algorithms to reconstruct the data into
slices. The theoretical foundations for the tomographic image reconstruction were laid
as early as 1917, when Radon described a transform which relates the properties of an
object to projections measured at angles around the object (Radon 1917). This was later
extended to x-ray imaging by Cormack (Cormack 1963, Cormack 1964). At about the
same time, Kuhl and Edwards used optical superposition to reconstruct slices from
projections acquired with a rectilinear scanner (Kuhl et al. 1963). While these
pioneering works provided the foundation for computed tomography, it wasn’t until
nearly 10 years later when Hounsfield described a method for obtaining tomographic
slices with a rotating x-ray tube (Hounsfield 1973) that computer assisted tomography
(CAT or CT) became established in medical imaging. The techniques developed for xray CT were subsequently applied to nuclear medicine by initially rotating the patient in
front of the gamma camera detector and subsequently rotating the detector around the
patient (Budinger et al. 1974, Budinger et al. 1977, Keyes et al. 1977, Gustafson et al.
1978). A detailed treatise on performing emission-computed tomography with modified
conventional gamma cameras, including instrumentation, acquisition and reconstruction
implications was published by Larsson (Larsson 1980). The technique of performing
tomographic imaging of an isotope which emits single photons with a rotating gamma
camera is referred to as single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) or
single photon emission tomography (SPET).
Most current commercial gamma cameras are available with SPECT capability.
Traditionally, SPECT systems were based on a single rotating detector. The sensitivity
of the gamma camera can be improved by using more than one detector. This also has
the potential to reduce the study time and improve the quality of the study.
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2.5 Image reconstruction methods in SPECT

2.5.1 Projections
When a SPECT camera rotates around a patient it acquires data at different angles
called projections. At every angle (step) photons travel perpendicular to the camera face
and pass through the collimator and strike the crystal. These photons originate from
various depths in the patient.
After data from all the projections have been acquired, the projections for a single
slice can be easily extracted as they occupy the same row in each projection image.
These projections for each slice can be ordered into an image called a sinogram, where
measurements at a position along a projection are plotted versus projection angle.
The aim of the reconstruction process is to retrieve the radiotracer’s spatial
distribution from the projection data.

2.5.2 Fourier reconstruction
It can be shown that the Fourier transform of a one-dimensional projection describes
a line in the 2-D Fourier transform of the object (Kak et al. 1988, Cho et al. 1993). If an
infinite number of projections is acquired and transformed into Fourier space (F) then
by doing the inverse Fourier Transform, reconstructed slices can be obtained. In
practice, we are taking only limited projections. Thus, F is only known along a finite
number of radial lines and interpolation is required to transform the radial points into a
regular Cartesian grid F, before the inverse Fourier transform is taken. As the quality of
the reconstructed image is affected by the accuracy of the polar to Cartesian
interpolation, accurate and computationally expensive 2-D interpolation is required
(Kak et al. 1988, Cho et al. 1993). Thus direct Fourier reconstruction is typically not
employed, except when a regular Cartesian grid can be achieved during the projection
sampling as with some magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques (Cho et al. 1993).
2.5.3 Data filtering
Once the data has been transformed to the frequency domain, it is then filtered in
order to smooth out the statistical noise. There are many different filters available to
filter the data and they all have slightly different characteristics. Some typical filters
used are the Hamming filter, Butterworth filter, low pass cosine filter, and Weiner filter.
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Regardless of the filter used, the end result is to display a final image that is relatively
free from noise.
The process of convolution in the spatial domain is equivalent to multiplication in the
frequency domain. This means that any filtering done by the convolution operation in
the normal spatial domain can be performed by a simple multiplication when
transformed into the frequency domain.
2.5.4 Backprojection
Backprojection is a crude but simple method of obtaining the reconstruction from
multiple projections. The backprojection is a composite of all the ray sums of multi
angled, 2D views, and when projected onto an image field the result of the ray sums
represent a cross section of the original source. In the backprojection technique, the data
are collected from the source at different angles and projected back as sum of all the
pixels along the path at each angle. The intersection of these lines from different angles
represent areas which contain higher concentration of radiopharmaceutical. In this
technique the reconstructed image is severely blurred and star artifacts further degrade
the image quality. Filtering is necessary to remove these artifacts that are a direct result
of the backprojection (Fig. 2.4).

2.5.5 Filtered backprojection
Increasing the views by backprojection (BP) improves the tomographic effect but the
final image still remains blurred. This blurring effect is proportional to 1/r as described
by the point-spread function, where r is the distance from the center of the point source.
The relationship between the BP image and true image can be given by:
BP image = 1/r 0 True image

Eq 2.4

A correction filter can be applied by taking the Fourier transform of the scan profiles
and multiplying each frequency component by a factor proportional to the spatial
frequency.
The correction filter has a ramp shape in the frequency domain, so it is called the
ramp filter.

But the problem with the ramp filter is that it amplifies the higher

frequencies and produces a noisy result in the image, which is clinically unacceptable.
To remove the noisy effect from the image, a different smoothing filter can be used
separately or combined with the ramp filter during the backprojection e.g. Butterworth,
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Hamming, Shep-Logan, Gaussian etc. Changing their cut-off frequency (and order) can
modify the parameters of the smoothing filters further. These parameters determine the
shape of the smoothing filters. By decreasing the cutoff frequency in the filter, noise in
the data can be reduced which results in a smoother image. By increasing the cut-off
frequency in the filter, resolution can be enhanced resulting in a sharper image. The
filtration or smoothing of data involves multiplication in the frequency domain and it
can be applied before or after the ramp filtering.
Scan Profiles

Scan Profiles

Figure 2.4 Filtered backprojection
(adapted from Sorenson JA and Phelps ME, 1987)

2.5.6 Iterative methods
Photons emitted at some positions in the image do not necessarily reach the detector
because they can be scattered, attenuated in the body, or absorbed by the collimator and
not detected. The accurate modeling of these physical processes is best achieved using
an iterative algorithm.
The basic concept of all iterative algorithms is to find the estimate of the object
where projections match the measured projections. The estimated projections aie
determined from an initial reconstruction and are compared to the original data. At each
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iteration, differences between the measured projections and estimated projections are
used to correct the current estimate of the object. This cycle is repeated until the
differences between measured and estimated projections becomes small. The result is an
approximate solution near to the true activity distribution. The steps in the iterative
process are illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 2.5

Image Space

Projection Space

Figure 2.5 A flow diagram for iterative reconstruction

The final goal is to get a transaxial image whose projections are within some
statistical difference of the actual measured projections. The number of iterations
required depends on the complexity of the data.
There are a number of iterative algorithms that have been developed e.g. algebraic
reconstruction technique (ART), the iterative least squares techniques (ILST), the
simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT) and the maximum likelihoodexpectation maximization (ML-EM) algorithm.
In our case we used the maximum likelihood method using the expectation
maximization algorithm which is the most commonly used ML algorithm. There are
two-steps in this method: first the Estep, which computes the expected projection data
for the current estimate and is equivalent to a forward projection; second is the M-step,
in which the expected value is compared to the measured projection data and then the
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estimated reconstructed image is updated by effectively “backprojecting” the ratio of
the measured to estimated projections.
In the algorithm, geometric response, attenuation, and scatter can be accounted for
and modeled. Thus it gives a quantitatively more accurate reconstruction. EM always
converges to a more likely solution. It is slower than filtered backprojection. The
increase of computer speed and introduction of the accelerated EM algorithms have
decreased reconstruction time to a level that is acceptable in routine clinical SPECT
procedures (Murase et al. 1994, Hutton et al. 1997).
The ordered subset-expectation maximization (OS-EM) algorithm (Hudson and
Larkin

1994) involves a simple modification of ML-EM. Initially forward-

backprojection is performed only for the projections belonging to the first subset of the
projections. At the next update, a different subset of the projection data is used.
Generally, one update in this OS-EM algorithm is called a sub-iteration and one pass
through all of the subsets is referred to as an iteration of OS-EM. Organizing the subsets
in this algorithm is very important. Subsets are organized in well-spaced groups of
projection bins to maximise the information added in each iteration.
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Chapter 3

Literature Review

3.1 Attenuation
Attenuation occurs when photons emitted by the radiotracer in the patient are
absorbed by the intervening tissue between the position of photon emission and the
detector. The attenuation results in the loss of counts, which would otherwise have been
included in the image due to the photons interacting in medium via the photoelectric
effect and Compton scattering. The linear attenuation coefficient (ju) of a medium
represents the probability of photon interaction in a unit thickness of the medium.
If Co is the intensity of the primary beam of photons (photon per err? / sec) incident
on some medium of thickness d, then the intensity of the photon beam (C) passing
through the medium can be given as follows:

C =

C & vd

Eq.3.1

The attenuation fraction (.AF) can be written:
AF =(C/ Co)=exp (-fid)

Eq 3.2

Equation 3.2 is valid only when the photon beam is monoenergtic and only under good
geometry conditions where all the scattered photons are removed from the beam. In
imaging, photons can be scattered but still detected by the gamma camera. So equation
3.2 is modified to account for the scattered photons in the beam (broad beam) by
including the buildup factor (B) (Hubbell et al, 1963).
AF=B exp (-pd)

Eq 3.3

The buildup factor is equal to the total number of counts detected (primary and
scattered) divided by the number of primary counts.
B ~ Cbroad/ Cnarrc

Eq.3.4
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To reduce the dependency of AF on the location of the source (depth) in the patient
or test objects, the conjugate views of the source can be combined and the geometric
mean (GM) calculated. GM is formed by taking the square root of the product of two
images (anterior and posterior) formed on a pixel by pixel basis. The resulting count
density in the image is dependent only on thickness of the object, not on the location of
the source in the object.

3.2 Correction methods for attenuation
The most important physical factor affecting SPECT is the attenuation of photons in
the body, which can affect the diagnostic information that is obtained from the
radionuclides imaging. The thickness of tissue varies for different regions of the body.
Therefore the magnitude of the error introduced by the photon attenuation also varies
with the thickness of the tissue. The amount of attenuation depends on the tissue path
length and the type of the tissue that the photon encounters as it travels between the
point of emission and the point of detection.
Reconstmction of the tomographic images without attenuation correction can cause
erroneously high-count densities and reduced image contrast in low attenuation regions
(e.g. lung), which introduces errors when images are evaluated quantitatively. For this
reason it is very important to understand the methods of attenuation correction.
There are two major classes of attenuation correction; namely uniform and non
uniform attenuation correction.

3.2.1 Uniform attenuation correction
A uniform attenuation coefficient is applicable in parts of the body where the
attenuation is constant; it can be corrected by three methods:

1) Preprocessing method
The most widely used preprocessing method is Sorenson’s method in which
attenuation compensation is applied before the backprojection of the data on the basis of
two opposing ray sums as described earlier (Budinger et al. 1979). The geometric mean
and arithmetic mean correction methods are easy to implement and work well for a
single radioactive source in a uniform attenuating medium but there is a draw back
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when multiple sources are involved. Bellini (Bellini et al. 1979) proposed the method
for attenuation correction in which the Fourier transform of the sinogram of the
projections is smoothed and shifted. In this method quantitatively accurate data can be
reconstructed even with multiple sources and there are no problems associated with the
geometric mean.

2) Intrinsic method
In this method the projection data are multiplied by an exponential function whose
exponent includes the body thickness, filtered with a modified filter in the frequency
domain, and then backprojected with exponential weighting (Tretiak et al, 1978).

3) Post processing method
A post processing method, was proposed by Chang (1978) In this method an
attenuation correction fraction ACF (x, y) is calculated for each pixel in the image as the
average of the attenuation factors over all the projections and is given by:

- i- l

ACF (x, y ) =

1 v
gl(x,y,<p)
T r X exP

Eq 3.5

M (¡)

Here M is the number of projection angles (p and / (x, y, (p) is the path length from pixel
(x, y) to the edge of the object at angle (p. The corrections by this method are not exact
because the transmitted fractions are not separable from the emission counts being
reconstructed (Singh et al. 1988) but accuracy can be improved by applying the
corrections iteratively. The Chang method can be used for nonuniform attenuation
correction by replacing fil (x, y, <p) by £ { p (x, y, (p) Al (0)7, where /I (x, y,(p) is the set of
attenuation coefficients along the path length from (x, y) to the edge of the object at
angle (p,, ?1 is the path length of a pixel at angle (p (Bailey et al. 1987, Manglos et al.
1987, King et al. 1996).
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3.2.2 Non-uniform attenuation correction
Non-uniform attenuation correction is important in SPECT imaging, especially in
case of heart or lung SPECT imaging where the medium is heterogeneous with muscles,
bone and lung tissues having different attenuation coefficients.
The attenuated photon flux at position x for photons passing through a heterogeneous
medium is given by
C = C0 exp - )n(l )dl

Eq 3.6

Here Co is the incident flux and jli(I) represent the attenuation coefficients along a linear
path through the body. In order to reconstruct the distribution of attenuation coefficients
the data must be transformed into line integrals of ju values. For the discrete case where
summation replaces integration, this is done by
In

Cf

\

X
= I HjAI
1=0

Eq. 3.7

Attenuation coefficients are then obtained by normal filtered backprojection of the
transformed data.
Because of the heterogeneous composition of the tissues in the thorax region (i.e.
lung, soft tissue, bone etc.), uniform attenuation cannot be assumed in this region and
hence attenuation measurement information is required for applying the necessary
corrections. The required distribution of the attenuation coefficient (¡d-maps) can be
measured using an external radioactive source attached to an existing SPECT camera.
Various transmission source configurations, ranging from plane sources to scanning line
sources and line sources at the focus of fan beam collimators, have been implemented
for this purpose. The relative merits of the various configurations have been reviewed
(Kinget al. 1995).
A range of iterative algorithms can be used for incorporating attenuation correction
e.g. MI^EM (Lang and Carson 1984, Shepp and Vardi, 1982). The ML-EM algorithm
allows inclusion of the imaging model. The WLS-CG (weighted least square with
conjugate gradient) (Huesman et al. 1977) and the MAP-EM (maximum a posteriori
with expectation- maximization) algorithms (Levitan et al. 1987) are also used for the
purpose.
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Backprojector and projector are required in the iterative algorithm. While modelling
the projector and backprojector, the image degrading factors such as photon attenuation,
detector response function and scatter can be taken into account. By including these
factors in backprojector and projector modeling, quantitative accuracy can be improved
(Tsui et al. 1999). The iterative method is computationally intensive. The required
number of iterations depends upon the converging properties of the particular iterative
algorithm.

3.3 Transmission measurement in SPECT
The transmission and emission tomography can be performed by two ways: emission
and transmission tomography can be performed separately, in a sequence (Malko et al.
1986, Tsui et al. 1989). In the first step the transmission study is performed before the
administration of the radiopharmaceutical and then the emission study is performed
after the administration of the radiopharmaceutical in the patient body.
The

advantage of

sequential tomography

is that

transmission

data

are

uncontaminated. But there are major drawbacks since it takes a large time to complete
the study and there is an increased chance of misregistration, particularly when the
patient needs to wait after injection before imaging.
Efforts have been made to reduce the scanning time and solve the misregistration
problem by performing simultaneous emission and transmission tomography (Bailey et
al. 1987).
In simultaneous emission and transmission tomogaphy the transmission and emission
data are acquired at the same time as show in Fig. 3.1 for the case of a scanning line
source. In part of the image emission data are being acquired. In the remainder the
transmission data are being acquired (defined by a spatial window that tracks the
transmission source position).
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Figure 3.1 Simultaneous emission and transmission tomography by using scanning
line source
Researchers initially used a uniform sheet source of activity mounted opposite the
detector to measure the transmission through the patient (Malko et al. 1986, Bailey et al.
1987, Greer et al. 1987,Ljungberg et al 1990, Murase et al. 1992,). One disadvantage of
this system is the relatively high radiation dose to the patient and staff (Bacharach et al.
1995, ICing et al. 1995).
It is of importance in the design of the transmission system to minimize scattered
photons in the transmission projections. Scatter in the transmission projections causes
an underestimation of attenuation coefficients and hence under-correction for
attenuation, particularly of deep structures. This makes uncollimated plane sources
unsuitable for quantitative attenuation correction, unless the transmission projections are
scatter corrected. To overcome some of the limitations and problems with using
transmission sheet sources, a single collimated moving line source for transmission
measurement was proposed (Bailey et al. 1992, Tan et al. 1993). Collimated scanning
line sources with parallel beam collimators on the detectors inherently provide low
transmission scatter. An electronic window, synchronized to the mechanical motion of
the line source, can in addition minimize the cross-talk of emission counts into the
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transmission projections when transmission is performed post injection of the emission
tracer (Tan et al. 1993).
This technique substantially reduces the volume of activity, which needs to be
shielded, thus reducing the weight of the transmission system. With a suitable electronic
windowing, the gamma rays detected by the detector can either be assigned to the
emission or transmission events based on the location of the detected events relative to
the physical location of the line source. An alternative is to use a line source and
rotatable air-copper-lead assembly. This technique minimizes the problem associated
with discriminating " mTc transmission and 201T1 emission photons and requires only
modest increases in total study time (Jaszczak et al. 1993). Collimating the transmission
source also reduces radiation dose to the patient and staff (Tsui et al. 1989, Cao et al.
1992, Bacharach et al. 1995, Ogawa et al. 1997)
Instead of using a scanning line source, a point source can be scanned along the focal
line of a half-fanbeam collimator (Beekman et al. 1998a). Transmission projection
scatter for symmetrical or asymmetrical fan-beam collimator systems is also
intrinsically low, when the transmission source is placed at the focal line of the
collimator. Thus physical (or electronic) collimation of the transmission source is not
required. However, truncation of the transmission measurement becomes a source of
error for symmetrical fan-beam collimators and cross talk from emission activity is
substantially higher than for the scanning line source configuration. Imaging with an
asymmetric as opposed to a symmetric fan beam collimator (Chang et al. 1995, Gilland
et al. 1998, Hollinger et al. 1998, Lacroix et al. 1999) can reduce truncation
significantly.
Mukai et al used the iterative reprojection technique for the nonuniform attenuation
correction in the SPECT by using the simulated transmission CT data that provide
information about the distribution of attenuation coefficients within the source (Mukai
et al. 1988).
Due to the energy dependence of the attenuation factors (in addition to a small
dependency on the atomic number of the attenuating material), a simple scaling of //
maps is required if the emission isotope energy is different from the transmission
energy. For instance, if the transmission scan for a 201T1 myocardial study is performed
using " mTc, the ¡j maps from the " mTc transmission scan are multiplied by a factor of
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(0.194/0.155) to provide the ju maps for201Tl, where 0.194 is the theoretical (narrowbeam) n value for 201T1 (34 % window on 77 keV) and 0.155 that for " mTc (20%
window on 140 keV). The same is required for 67Ga and for 153Gd because of difference
in the energy.
Simultaneous emission and transmission scans can be performed even when the
emission and transmission source isotope is of the same energy (Tan et al. 1993,
Beekman et al. 1998b).

3.4 Scatter correction
The scatter component of the data acquired from a given energy window contains
little useful information and degrades the contrast and quantitative accuracy of the final
reconstructed image.
Photons that undergo classical scattering do not change their energy during the
interaction and they cannot be separated from the transmitted photons on the basis of
their energy. But classical scattering in the body is a small percentage. On the other
hand Compton scattering is the dominant mode of interaction and the Compton
scattered photons are reduced in energy as well as deflected from their original path.
Therefore one can use energy windowing to reduce the amount of scattered photons
imaged but not eliminate the scatter due to the presence of classical scattered photons
and the finite energy resolution of the gamma camera. The imaging of scattered photons
degrades the contrast and (signal to noise ratio) SNR and must be taken into accounted
if attenuation compensation is to be accurate (Jaszczak et al 1982, Jaszczak et al. 1981).
The use of an effective attenuation coefficient to compensate for the presence of
scatter is a very approximate solution because the scatter distribution that is detected
depends not only on the attenuator but also on the source distribution. Therefore it is
better to perform both scatter and attenuation corrections to improve the image quality.
The best way to reduce the scatter effect would be to improve the energy resolution of
the gamma camera, so that fewer scattered photons are acquired. However even with
1% energy resolution there would still be a small amount of scatter imaged.
Buvat et al reviews the various method of scatter correction in scintigraphy. In this
review article they discussed the problem of scattering in the radionuclide imaging and
then about the existing scatter correction techniques (Buvat et al. 1994). They did the
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evaluation and comparison of the various scatter techniques on the basis of theoretical
analysis of the method, investigation using simulated data, physical phantoms and
clinical data. Tsui et al investigated the importance of 3D compensation methods over
2D compensation methods and concluded that 3D implementation of the quantitative
compensation methods provides the best quantitative accuracy (Tsui et al. 1994).

3.4,1 Window subtraction techniques
An early approach was to shift the photopeak to the higher side (i.e. asymmetric
window) to reduce the scattered photons in the photopeak but this has the serious
disadvantage that the fraction of scattered photons will still be high while the number of
primary events may be reduced.
Energy distribution based methods seek to estimate the amount of scatter in a
photopeak energy window by the variation of counts acquired in the same pixel in one
or more energy windows. The pixel-based nature of this method allows for the
generation of scatter estimates for each pixel in the photopeak window data. The
Compton window subtraction method (Jaszczak et al. 1984) is an example where a
second energy window placed below the photopeak window was used. This projection
is multiplied by a scaling factor, k , and then subtracted from the acquired projection to
yield a scatter corrected projection. This method assumes that the spatial distribution of
the scatter within the Compton scatter window is the same as that within the photopeak
window. The distribution of scatter in the two windows can differ as can be seen by
noting that the average angle of scattering changes with energy. Also the value of k
depends on the energy of radionuclide and window, pharmaceutical distribution and
region of the body. In the modified dual window technique (Koral et al. 1990) it is
assumed that k values can vary as a function of angle around the patient. So as to be
more dependent on the patient characteristics.
To compensate for photons scattered in spatially varying media, Smith et al
developed the generalized dual-energy-window scatter subtraction method (Smith et al.
1994). In this technique generalized scatter subtraction factors and their components due
to uniform and spatially varying activity have been analysed for a simulated myocardial
perfusion study with a ^ mTc source radionuclide. They found that these factors vary
with the gamma camera and pixel projection positions. For this they used the pixel26

dependent scatter subtraction factors for scatter correction in an image reconstruction
method for simulated myocardial perfusion studies.

3.4.2 Dual photopeak window method
Rosenthal et al developed Gaussian subtraction techniques for scatter correction
(Rosenthal et al. 1992) based on the principal that if there is no scatter in the photopeak
then the shape of the photopeak will be Gaussian. In this method a Gaussian function is
fitted on the high-energy side of the emission peak. The parameters used to determine
the Gaussian function also determine the number of good counts within a 15% to 20%
standard energy window. A technique similar to the Gaussian subtraction technique is
the dual photopeak window method (King et al. 1992) This technique is based on the
hypothesis that most of the scatter remains in the lower part of the photopeak while the
upper part of the photopeak remains relatively scatter free. In this technique scatter is
estimated by taking the ratio of two non-overlapping energy windows, which cover the
whole photopeak. Then the estimated scatter fraction is used for the scatter
compensation in SPECT images.
Hademonas (1993) used the stationary DPW (dual photopeak window) method to
correct the scatter in the photopeak. In this method the ratio of counts in two non
overlapping windows within the photopeak window were used as an input to a
regression relation. The scatter was estimated pixel by pixel in the summed windows
and subtracted to yield an estimate of the primary counts. Using this method the scatter
fraction was reduced by approximately tenfold providing excellent agreement with the
true scatter distribution (Hademenous et al. 1993). Pretorius (1993) used the channel
ratio method in which the photopeak is split in two approximately symmetrical adjacent
windows. The ratio of counts from two symmetrical adjacent windows straddling the
energy photopeak was used to eliminate the contribution of scattered photons during
imaging with " mTc. To apply the channel ratio scatter correction method, two constants,
the ratio of primary photons and the ratio of scattered photons in the same window were
determined. (Pretorius et al. 1993).
Ljunberg et al also used a DPW method for scatter correction (Ljungberg et al.
1994). In this technique a Monte Carlo simulated scatter line spread function is used for
correction of scatter. The model simulates the line-spread function for scatter as a
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function of position within the phantom. To determine the source position the emission
image is initially reconstructed and the amount of scatter estimated by simulation. Then
the estimated scatter is subtracted from the projection data before the attenuation
correction and reconstruction.
de Vries et al investigated the placement and width for the DPW scatter subtraction
method for " mTc imaging in order to obtain a method that is stable on a multihead
detector in SPECT. They then compared DPW with the Compton window subtraction
method (de Vries, et al. 1994). Haynor et al used the Rollo phantom for linear scatter
correction in dual isotope SPECT. They recorded the position and energy information in
list mode form and compared a pre-optimized linear method and locally adaptive
method. They developed estimates of the limits on accuracy of scatter correction in the
presence of Poisson noise (Haynor et al. 1995). In the case of " mTc and 201T1, when the
count rate is low then the dual-window method or adaptive methods are similar to the
best possible linear method.

3.4.3 Triple energy window (TEW) method
Using two scatter windows of narrow width and placing them just below the
photopeak window and the upper part of the photopeak window can minimize the
difference in the distribution of scatter between them and the photopeak window
(Ogawa et al. 1991). The scatter is estimated as the area under the trapezoid formed by
the heights of the counts per keV in each of the two narrow windows on either side of
the photopeak, and a base with the width of the photopeak window. By making the
windows smaller, one estimates the scatter distribution from regions of the energy
spectrum closer to the photopeak window, thereby improving the correspondence of the
scattered-photon energies with those in the photopeak window. The spatial distribution
of scattered photons depends on the object size and source distribution. Both Ichihara
(1993) and Hashimoto (1997) used variations of the TEW method for determining the
position-dependent Compton scatter for correction of SPECT projections.
A problem with TEW scatter subtraction arises since the estimation is based on fewer
counts and therefore is noisier. Thus heavy low-pass filtering of the scatter estimate is
required to reduce the noise in the estimate (King et al. 1997). Dewaraja et al used the
TEW method for quantitative measurement of 13ll SPECT (Dewaraja et al. 1998). They
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found that the TEW method is more suitable than the dual photopeak window method
for

I because the window above the photopeak energy account for penetration and

scatter by emissions above 364 keV.
In energy distribution based methods a limited number of energy windows were used
to compensate the scatter within the photopeak window. The main advantages of such
methods are their simplicity for clinical use. The performance for estimating the scatter
within the photopeak can be improved through the use of more windows. A number of
investigators have developed multienergy window methods. Gagnon et al used
holospectral imaging. It is based on an analysis of energy spectra. It is an energy space
method that uses principal-component analysis to attempt to separate scattered from
unscattered photons (Gagnon et al. 1989). Wang et al developed a method to estimate
the Compton scatter component within the photopeak for local energy spectra measured
by SPECT (Wang et al. 1992). In this technique it is assumed that the measured energy
spectrum is the source scatter energy distribution convolved with a known camera
energy resolution function plus an unscattered spectral component. On the measured
spectrum a least square inverse operation is performed to recover the source scatter
distribution
The problem with these methods is that the required energy windows are not
available on many SPECT systems.

3.4.4 Analytical methods
Beekman et al developed an analytical expression for the point spread function (PSF)
and the line spread function (LSF) of a parallel hole gamma camera, for homogenous
media and for photons having mainly Compton interaction in the object. The model
contains functions, which depend on source distance for the camera, depth of the source
in the object and the shape of the object. The model allows derivation, from LSF
measurements of a compact transition matrix for iterative SPECT reconstruction
without requiring a time consuming Monte Carlo simulation. This model can be used to
estimate the scatter to primary ratio (Beekman et al. 1993).
An alternative approach was developed to calculate the scatter response in which the
Klein-Nishina formula was integrated for Compton scattering using the patient’s
attenuation map (Riauka et al. 1994 and Wells et al. 1998). This method calculates the
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PSF analytically and is a preferred mode to achieve “noise free” estimates in a finite
time. The method is usually restricted to first (scattering once before detection) or
second (scattering twice before detection) order to keep the processing time practical.
Another option to reduce the processing time is by using pre-calculated camera
dependent lookup tables for some calculations. These methods result in excellent
agreement with experimental and Monte Carlo PSF’s. The computation time for the
analytic approach is much less than the Monte Ckrlo simulation for a point source,
however for large, extended source distributions the Monte Carlo approach is faster.

3.4,5 Model based methods
These spatial-distribution-based methods seek to estimate the scatter contamination
of the projections on the basis of the acquired photopeak window data, which serves as
an estimate of the source distribution, and a model of the blurring of the source into the
scatter distribution. An example of a spatial-distribution method for scatter correction in
SPECT is the convolution subtraction method, Axelsson et al obtained the centre value
and slope of the exponential from the measurements made with a line source (Axelsson
et al 1984). This function was used as an estimate of the scatter distribution in the
projection. The estimated distribution was subtracted from the original data to yield
scatter corrected projection data. One problem with this method is that the scatter model
did not change with location. To overcome this problem, Monte Carlo methods were
used to generate a set of scatter responses that were used to interpolate the scatter
response at a given location (Ljungberg, et al. 1991).
Msaki et al modeled the two-dimensional (2D) scatter point spread function (PSF)
and performed 2D convolution to account hr cross-plane scatter as well as in-plane
scatter (Maski et al. 1987). Knesaurek proposed a new convolution cross-talk correction
method in which the convolution filters are derived from the point spread function
(PSF), although there is a limitation of this approach because the PSF is depth
dependent (Knesaurek. 1994).
Warland et al developed a new method for correcting the simultaneous attenuation,
scatter and resolution effect in SPECT in case of homogenous medium. In this model
four parameters were determined experimentally, which are independent of geometry
and dimensions of the scatter medium. In this method they have not used any additional
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energy windows and used the photopeak data for estimating scattered events. Tests on
phantoms with varying size and activity demonstrate that the model can be used to
determine absolute activity with an accuracy of a few percent. This model was used for
a homogenous medium. Use for a heterogeneous medium needs an accurate knowledge
of the composition, which can be obtained through transmission measurement (Walrand
et al. 1994). Frey (Frey et al, 1996) used the knowledge of spatially-varying, object
dependent scatter response function to develop a model for scatter compensation in a
nonuniform attenuator for 201U imaging. Beekman (Beekman et al. 1997) used the
water equivalent depth to model the scatter response in non-uniform attenuators.
The main disadvantages of model based methods are: the subtraction of the scatter
estimate elevates noise in the primary estimate, the accuracy with which the scatter PSF
is modeled is often poor, and the estimation of scatter from sources not within the field
of view of the camera poses a problem. Furthermore, most of the model-based methods
describe that the scatter response functions are either stationary or have a symmetric
shape. In practice, however, the scatter response function varies as a function of depth
inside the scatter medium and distance from the edge of the scatter medium (Axelsson
et al. 1984, Frey et al. 1991. Ljungberg et al. 1990, Maski et al. 1989).
A method of adapting the scatter PSF for the individual patient using photon
transmission through an attenuation map was subsequently introduced (Meikle et al.
1994, Hutton et al. 1996). Meikle et al used the transmission dependent convolution
subtraction (TDCS) techniques to estimate the spatially variant scatter fraction using the
transmission data. Kim et al investigated the relationship between the scatter and the
collimator design for the use of the TDCS method and found that scatter is independent
of SPECT collimator design for " mTc and even for 123I. Also TDCS can be used for
scatter correction of ^23I using a unique collimator- independent set of parameters (Kim
et al. 2001). Narita et al used Monte Carlo simulation (EGS4) and physical phantom
measurements to compare the accuracy and noise properties of the two scatter
correction techniques (TEW and TDCS method) and demonstrated that TDCS with
Gaussian plus monoexponential scatter function is superior to the TDCS with
monoexponetial scatter function and TEW methods with an accuracy of 4% for both
simulation and physical phantom studies (Narita et al. 1996). Because of the relevance
to this thesis, TDCS is described further below (section 3.4.6).
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The inverse Monte Carlo method also was used for scatter correction (Bowsher et al.
1991, Floyd et al. 1997). This is based on Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the shape
and amount of scatter from a known source distribution and configuration. Beekman et
al has developed a Monte Carlo method for fully 3-D iterative SPECT reconstruction.
In this method they used OS-EM with an unmatched projecto^ackprojector on a dual
processor PC ( Beekman et al,2002).

3.4.6 Transmission dependent convolution subtraction (TDCS)
Scatter can be estimated by convolving the emission data with the scatter function
(Axelsson et al. 1984):
gs=gu

where S' is a

® kS

Eq 3.8

scatter function, gs is estimated scatter distribution, gu is measured

emission projection in upper energy window and k is a scatter fraction.
The convolution subtraction technique is suitable to estimate the scatter due to the
low noise in the estimated scatter; it is due to the convolution with a broad and low
frequency scatter function. Axelsson et al found that the scatter function depends on the
scattering materials (Axelsson et al. 1984). Using Axelsson’s approach, the scatter
estimate is scaled by a constant scatter fraction (fc), determined experimentally. The
scatter fraction can be expressed in terms of broad beam counts (scatter counts
included) and narrow beam counts (scatter counts excluded)
k

^N a rro w
= ^B road
C B road

Eq. 3.9

The buildup Factor (B) that depends on the depth provides the knowledge of scatter
buildup at different depth in attenuating material (Siegel et al. 1985. Wu et al. 1984), as
discussed earlier (equation 3.3,3.4). By substituting the buildup factor equation 3.4 into
equation 3.9 the depth dependent k can be given by:
k

— 1

1
B (d )

Eq.3.10
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Further, in continuation Meikle et al derived the relationship between the attenuation
path length (¡1x d) and the buildup factor, where ju is the linear attenuation coefficient,
(Meikle et al. 1994) given by:

k=l

;

A - Be

- Bud
pp

Eq. 3.11

where A ’, B, and /3 are constants. If the geometric mean of conjugate views of the point
source is calculated then k becomes independent of depth and approximately equivalent
to that from a source at the center of the object (Larsson et al. 1980, Meikle et al. 1994)
and can be given by:
k = 1—

________ 1________
A ' - B { e ~ ^ T Ÿ 12

Eq. 3.12

where T is the total thickness of the object and e ^ T is the attenuation through the object.
The juT can be calculated at each pixel in the projection by taking the natural
logarithm of the ratio of the blank (transmission scan performed in air) to the
transmission image. Pixel by pixel scatter fractions can therefore be estimated and are
applied after convolution with a constant scatter function:
gs =K (gu <8>S)

Eq 3.13

where K is the two-dimensional set of k for the projection pixels.
Outside the object, in the air, K becomes zero due to zero attenuation in air. Further,
the convolved scatter function is scaled by K at every pixel in the two dimensional
projection to account for the regional difference in the scattering material.

3,4.7 Scatter correction for simultaneous dual isotope SPECT
When dual radionuclides are used we must distinguish between the scatter that is
measured within the photopeak (as discussed above) and scatter from one radionuclide
that ends up being detected within the photopeak of the lower energy radionuclide
(which we will refer to as downscatter). Several approaches have been developed to
correct for downscatter.
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Hutton et al proposed a technique to convert for downscatter as well as to reduce the
difference between resolution, sensitivity and attenuation when the images of two
radionuclides are simultaneously recorded. In this technique the geometric mean of
conjugate views is taken to minimise the depth dependence of resolution, attenuation
and scatter. The method involves using convolution subtraction to estimate the
downscatter based on the upper energy window (Hutton et al. 1987).
de Jong et al studied the effect of backscatter materials in dual isotope studies with
combined emission-transmission SPECT. Planar images of " mTc and 201T1 line sources
between varying number of perspex slabs were analysed using the photopeak and
various scatter windows. It was concluded that backscatter should be taken into account
for model based downscatter

correction in

dual-isotope emission-transmission

tomography (de Jong et al. 1999). Kadrmas et al proposed and evaluated two
frameworks for iterative model based compensation for cross-talk in dual isotope
SPECT. The methods were used to compensate the cross-talk in cardiac imaging with
" mTc-MIBI and 20lT\ and compared results using a cross-talk estimate obtained from an
auxiliary energy window (Kadrmas et al. 1999). Paek et al designed a method using
four-energy windows for the compensation of cross talk and scatter in simultaneous
dual isotope SPECT with " mTc and 123I (Paek et al. 2000). They compared the corrected
image with a single isotope image acquired using a phantom study and found that by
using the four energy window method the contamination through cross-talk can be
reduced and contrast of the lesion can be increased by scatter correction in the image.
Wang et al evaluated a model based cross-talk compensation method using
experimental data acquired from a torso phantom with a cardiac insert. In this model
based method they incorporated the downscatter and Pb xray model to estimate and
compensate for the cross-talk and found that the model based cross-talk compensation
method substantially improved the lesion visualization and the lesion contrast in the
201T1 images (Wang etal. 2001).
Moore et al determined the contaminant photons by using a linear combination of the
scatter window blurred by a Gaussian filter and the upper energy window ?9mTc)
blurred by another Gaussian filter (Moore et al. 1995).
Several groups have applied Monte Carlo methods to estimate downscatter. In one
case efficiency was improved by using rotation symmetry and convolution based forced
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detection (de Jong et al. 2002.). These methods enabled the simulation of the object
downscatter faster than the conventional Monte Carlo method and in this technique
downscatter due to photon interaction with the lead collimator and crystal is also
included.

3.4.8 Scatter correction in transmission tomography
As discussed earlier nonuniform attenuation correction requires measurement of the
patient specific attenuation properties. Such measurements can be performed using
transmission tomography in which an external gamma source is involved. Scatter affects
both the emission and transmission measurements when simultaneous emission and
transmission tomography is performed. These are two possible sources of scatter in the
transmission window in simultaneous emission and transmission tomography; scatter of
transmission photons or downscatter from a higher energy emission radionuclide. In
most cases the scatter of transmission photons is a secondary effect since collimation
and acquisition geometry tend to minimise scatter, whereas downscatter is dependent on
the distribution of activity and is much more important. Since the emission counts can
be relatively high in area where transmission counts are low, the ratio of downscatter to
transmission counts can be quite high.
A comparison of the relative importance of emission and transmission scatter was
reported by el Fakhri (2000). Correcting the transmission data for scatter does not
improve contrast between the hot and the cold area or the signal to noise ratio (SNR)
with uniform activity distribution whereas correcting the emission data for scatter does
improve the contrast and reduces the SNR. Scatter in the transmission data causes
overestimation of the transmitted counts and underestimation of the attenuation
coefficient values. This underestimation offsets the extra counts in the projections due
to scatter from the emission source. So for accurate absolute and relative quantitation
both emission and transmission data should be corrected for scatter.
Methods have been developed to estimate the contamination of emission and
transmission images due to cross-talk when simultaneous emission and transmission is
performed (e.g. Tung et al. 1992, Jaszczak et al. 1993, Gullberg et al. 1998, Barden et
al. 1997, Narayanan et al. 2002).
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Bailey et al proposed use of a flood source for simultaneous emission and
transmission tomography. In this method, dual isotope acquisition was performed and
the scatter in the transmission window due to the high-energy emission radionuclide
was estimated.

Scatter was predicted by convolving the emission image with a

predefined biexponential scatter fimction and this scaled estimate was subtracted from
the transmission data. The corrected attenuation coefficient map was reconstructed and
used for attenuation correction (Bailey et al. 1987).
In another approach, multiple energy windows were arranged so as to perform TEW
scatter correction for both emission and transmission data (Ichihara et al, 1996).
One of the motivations in developing the scanning line source was to reduce the
influence of downscatter on the transmission data (Tan et al, 1993). In the case where
the transmission source radionuclide has the lower energy than the emission
radionuclide (e.g. 153Gd and 99mTc), only the events that are detected in the spatial
window that tracks the line source position are accepted. Photons which lose sufficient
energy so as to fall in the transmission energy window, but which are detected outside
the spatial window, are rejected. However scattered photons can still be detected inside
the transmission spatial window, although the downscatter is reduced by around 90%
(Tan et al. 1993).
For the case where the lower energy window of emission and the transmission
window overlap each other due to the proximity of the energy window, there will also
be emission spillover into the transmission window (

153

67

Gd and Ga).
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Chapter 4
Approach to Correction of Transmission Data
4.1 Original proposed method
In simultaneous emission and transmission tomography using 67Ga and 153Gd the
transmission image contains spillover from the lower energy and downscatter from the
upper energies of 67Ga. This will affect the reconstruction of the transmission map. The
aim of the study is to develop a method to estimate the contamination (spillover and
downscatter) in the transmission window so that a corrected attenuation map can be
obtained for attenuation correction of 67Ga SPECT studies.
Several methods have been developed for the downscatter correction in the
transmission window as described in earlier chapters but most of them have either been
for single energy emitters such as " mTc or multi energy emitters where one energy
dominates such as

201

rn. However, the case with

67Ga is different as there is not only

downscatter in the transmission window but also spillover from the lower energy
emission as described earlier. Therefore we have proposed a method with a view to
correct the transmission window for both the spillover and downscatter. This method is
applied to two-dimensional planar projections obtained during SPECT acquisition.
Due to a combination of the relatively low abundance of higher energy emissions, as
well as the inherent difficulties of high energy photon acquisitions (i.e. collimator
design, septal penetration, and camera uniformity), typical clinical acquisitions of

Ga

utilize 93 keV (39.2% abundance) and 184 keV (21.2% abundance) and less often 300
keV (16.8% abundance) emission windows. We used three windows, two for emission
i.e. 67Ga (93 and 184 keV) and one for transmission i.e. 153Gd (lOOkeV). This was a
constraint in the acquisition system available (Philips/ADAC). Due to this restriction
multiple energy window scatter estimation methods were not possible. Instead,
convolution subtraction was investigated.
The available system for transmission measurement consisted of two

Gd hne

sources scanning opposite detectors in a dual head 90 degree configuration. The energy
of the transmission radionuclide (153Gd) is 100 keV, which falls between 93 and 184
keV of 67Ga. The crux of the problem is therefore the contamination of the transmission
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window due to spillover and downscatter from the 93 and 184 keV energies
respectively.
In order to minimize the depth dependence of resolution, attenuation, and spillover
fraction and down scatter, the GM of conjugate views were considered.
The observed image in the transmission window is given by:
go=gt+ftgi + gut

Eq. 4.1.

where gQ is the observed transmission image, gt is the transmission image without
contamination, gi is the lower energy window im age,/ is the spillover fraction and gut is
the downscatter image in transmission window
As a first approximation the lower energy window can be used to estimate the
spillover fraction in the transmission window. Spillover fraction can be estimated in air.
Multiplying the lower energy emission image with the spillover fraction (ft) derives a
spillover image, which is subtracted from the transmission image. The upper energy
window is used to estimate the downscatter in the transmission window. This is done by
convolving the upper energy emission image with the scatter function to get the
prediction of the downscatter in the transmission window. We used a two dimensional
bi-exponential function for the convolution of the upper energy window, since this has
been demonstrated as appropriate for dual radionuclide correction (Hutton et al. 1987)
rather than the monoexponential function used for photopeak scatter correction
(Axelsson et al. 1984). The scatter function can be given by:
S= 1IN (A * exp (-br)+exp (-cr))

Eq. 4.2

where r is radial distance, A, b and c are the parameters for scatter function and N
preserves total counts by normalising S to unity.
By using GM data we can, as a first approximation assume that the scatter function is
spatially invariant. The convolved upper energy window is scaled by a scatter fraction
(kt) before the subtraction of estimated downscatter from the spillover corrected
transmission window. The estimated corrected transmission image (gt) can be given by:

gt= go ~(ftgi + kt(S ®gu))

EcT
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where gj is the image in 93 keV window, gu is the image in 184 keV window and kt is a
scatter fraction (in transmission window).

Spillover fraction, scatter fraction and A, b and c parameters for the scatter function
can be determined experimentally.

4.2 Extension to original proposed method
Preliminary experiments (described later) demonstrate that spillover fraction and
scatter fraction vary with both density and size of the object. Variation in spillover may
be due to Compton scatter within the 93 keV window, which varies with both the
density and size of the object. The depth independence of k t is known to be less
satisfactory if extended or distributed sources are used rather than a point source. So
spillover fraction and scatter fraction both were treated as position dependent variables.
We determine the relationship between the kt , /, and fid (the product of attenuation
coefficient and object thickness or total attenuation path through the object). The fid can
be determined by the transmission scan by taking the logarithm of blank (performed
without the object in the field) divided by transmission scan (obtained through the
object). In the general case fid varies spatially. Therefore we introduce Kt which is the
set of kt for the projection pixels. In a similar way we introduce Ft which is the set of/,
for the projection pixels. The method used to calculate the K t and F, is similar to the
transmission dependent convolution subtraction (TDCS) method. In this process some
initial value of Kt and Ft has been given initially to start the process. This gives an
estimation of the corrected transmission image. Then this corrected transmission image
is used to update the values for Kt and Ft, and these updated values of Kt and Ft are used
to give an updated estimate of the transmission image. This process is repeated
iteratively. The following equations describe the process.
LQt m be the no of iterations
Initially F ^0^ = assigned value; thereafter F ^ m^ = f ( g t( m)); m>0
Initially

= assigned value; thereafter

—f ( g \ n ) )i m>0

The updated estimation of the corrected transmission image is given by:
g t( m ) = g o - Ft(m - l ) x g r

K i m ~ l) ( S ® g u )
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A similar iterative process has been recently suggested by [Bokulic et al. 2003, in
press]. It was found experimentally (chapter 6) that after three to five iterations the
value of K t and F t becomes stable.
The corrected transmission image is then used to yield the projections of attenuation
coefficients. Since the attenuation coefficients are energy dependent, it was necessary to
scale the attenuation coefficients for the 100 keV energy of 153Gd to the coefficient for
the energy of

Ga. This was based on the assumption that the coefficient varies linearly

with energy.

These scaled projections of attenuation coefficients were used to

reconstruct the attenuation map for application in attenuation correction of the emission
image.
The basic difference in our approach and the TDCS method is that we use a bi
exponential function instead of a monoexponential function. The choice of bi
exponential is to preserve the high spatial frequency near the center of the function. This
was demonstrated from the experiments undertaken. Secondly the TDCS method is
mainly validated for 201 T1 and " mTc and it has not been tested for downscatter
correction of multi-energy radionuclides. Lastly the solution incorporates both spillover
and downscatter correction in an iterative process, which has not previously been
reported. The steps in the proposed method are illustrated diagrammatically in Fig.4.1.
To implement the method required the following experiments to determine suitable
parameters to use.
1. Optimise the energy window setting for the simultaneous emission and transmission
tomography (67Ga/153Gd).
2. Determine the attenuation coefficient for different materials for different energies.
3. Confirm the suitability of geometric mean of conjugate views
4. Determine the scatter function (S), scatter fraction (kt) and spillover fraction^
5. Determine relationship of scatter fraction (kt) and spill over fraction (ft) with pd.
6. Validate the parameters in reconstruction of corrected transmission map using the
iterative process.
7. Validate the method in a clinical study.
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Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram of proposed method
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Chapter 5
Method for Optimising the Energy Windows

5.1 M eth o d o lo g y

In our work simultaneous emission and transmission studies were carried out using
67Ga as the emission source and 153 Gd as the transmission source. The energy spectrum
of 67Ga has the 93 keV (39.2% abundance), 184 keV (21.2% abundance) and 300 keV
(16.8% abundance) gamma rays. So there will be significant number of photons
detected in the 100 keV 15jGd window while performing the simultaneous emission and
transmission imaging due to the down scatter from the 184 keV upper energy. Also due
to proximity of the lower emission and transmission energies there will also be spillover
from the 93 keV energy window as shown in Fig 5.1. Because 100 keV of

Gd is the

average of two emissions of 97 keV and 103 keV, so there will two Gaussian
distributions of 97 keV and 103 keV in the transmission window and the spectmm of
the 153Gd will be wider than the 93 keV.
Our aim is to reduce the spillover in the transmission window without losing a

significant number of emission photons of 93 keV in the emission window and
transmission photons of 100 keV in the transmission window.
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For this purpose we calculate the FWHM (full width half maximum) of 93 keV of
67Ga, 97 keV and 103 keV of 153Gd (100 keV which is normally used for transmission
scanning is the average of 97 keV (40% abundance) and 103 keV (60% abundance).
The FWHM of 93 keV, 97 keV and 103 keV was calculated using an energy resolution
of 12% and the FWHM was 4.77 keV, 4.95 keV and 5.25 keV for 93 keV, 97 keV and
103 keV respectively.
As the energy spectrum of 93 keV of 67Ga and 97 keV, 103 keV of 153 Gd follows the
Gaussian distribution, the average energy of 153 Gd is 100 keV normally used is the
combination of two Gaussians, 97keV (40% abundance) and 103 keV (60%
abundance). When we draw the energy spectrum of 93 keV and average energy 100
keV of

Gd, the boundary o f both spectra overlap each other. So there will be

spillover of photons from the 93 keV in the 100 keV and spillover of photons from 100
keV in the 93 keV. A limitation of the acquisition system is that its energy windows
cannot overlap.
Assuming therefore that two energy windows can be defined with a common energy
limit (i.e. is upper limit of the 67Ga 93 keV photopeak equal to the lower limit of the
transmission photopeak), then we need to carefully choose this limit so as to optimize
the acquisition. In order to do this we used a Gaussian statistical table in order to
estimate the relative efficiency for various selected limits. This also provided an
estimate of the spillover expected for any selected limit. We calculate the area beneath
the curve or probability of occurrence the photons (P values) from the statistical tables
by shifting the upper boundary 1 keV from 81 keV to 100 keV for the peak centered at
93 keV. The P value increases at every step by shifting the boundary from lower to
upper energy as shown in Table 5.1. In a similar way the P value is found by shifting
the lower boundary 1 keV from 81 keV to 100 keV for both the 97 keV and 103 keV
energy of 153 Gd respectively. Here the P value decreases with the shift of boundary.
The P value for 153Gd was calculated by taking the weighted sum of two P values i.e.
40% abundance of 97 keV and 60% abundance of 103 keV of 53Gd.
Results obtained are shown in the Table 5.1. The curves that have been drawn
represent the P values versus boundary energy for the 93 keV and 100 keV peaks for
which spillover was calculated. It can be seen from the graph (Fig.5.2) and Table 5.1
that selection of the point where the curves intersect i.e. 97 keV appears optimal. Note
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i r o

that by using a collimated line source of

Gd, there will be no spillover in the emission

window due to the spatial windowing of the line source. It was noted that the choice of a
common limit was not practically possible with the AD AC Vertex gamma camera. We
therefore selected photopeak energy window with centerlines (width) of 90 keV (14%)
and 184 keV (20%) for the emission source (67Ga) and 105 keV (15%) for the
transmission source (*53Gd).

So there was a 1 keV gap between the two adjacent

windows of 90 keV and 105 keV. The spillover was estimated by calculating the
overlapping area between the two windows by using the P values at 96 keV and 97 keV
from Table 5.1. Spillover was calculated as 0.23/0.70=32.8%. This estimated spillover
fraction (ft) was verified experimentally.
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Figure 5.2 P value chart for emission and transmission window
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Table 5.1 Relative counts for an emission source (93 keV) and transmission source (100 keV) as a function of energy window setting
93 keV

Energy

81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

X
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2.632
2.421
2.211
2.000
1.789
1.579
1.368
1.158
0.947
0.737
0.526
0.316
0.105
0.105
0.316
0.526
0.737
0.947
1.158
1.368

Pe

1-P

0.004
0.008
0.014
0.023
0.038
0.058
0.086
0.155
0.170
0.230
0.300
0.380
0.460

0.996
0.992
0.987
0.977
0.963
0.942
0.914
0.845
0.830
0.770
0.700
0.620
0.540

1-P

P

0.540
0.620
0.700

0.46
0.380
0.300

0.770
0.830
0.880
0.913

X

P1

Total
P4=1-P2 P5 - P4 * 60% P t= P3+P

103 keV

97 keV

P2=1-Pf P3=P2*40%

X

P2

5

0.230
0.170
0.120
0.087

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3.232
3.030
2.828
2.626
2.424
2.222
2.020
1.818
1.616
1.414
1.212
1.010
0.808

0.001
0.001
0.002
0.004
0.008
0.013
0.021
0.035
0.053
0.079
0.110
0.160
0.190

0.999
0.999
0.998
0.996
0.992
0.987
0.979
0.965
0.947
0.921
0.890
0.840
0.810

0.400
0.399
0.399
0.398
0.397
0.395
0.392
0.386
0.379
0.368
0.356
0.336
0.324

0.606
0.404
0.202

0.250
0.330
0.410

0.750
0.670
0.590

0.300
0.268
0.236

1-P

P

0.500
0.59
0.67
0.75

0.500
0.41
0.33
0.250

0.000
0.202
0.404
0.606

0.200
0.164
0.132
0.100

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.00003
0.00003
0.00007
0.00015
0.00031
0.00062
0.00120
0.00220
0.00380
0.00660
0.01100
0.01800
0.02600

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.999
0.999
0.998
0.996
0.993
0.989
0.982
0.974

0.600
0.600
0.600
0.600
0.600
0.600
0.599
0.599
0.598
0.596
0.593
0.589
0.584

1.000
0.999
0.999
0.998
0.997
0.994
0.991
0.985
0.977
0.964
0.949
0.925
0.908

1.714 0.04400
1.524 0.06400
1.333 0.09100

0.956
0.936
0.909

0.574
0.562
0.545

0.874
0.830
0.781

1.143
0.952
0.762
0.571

0.870
0.830
0.780
0.720

0.522
0.498
0.468
0.432

0.722
0.662
0.600
0.532

4.190
4.000
3.810
3.619
3.429
3.238
3.048
2.857
2.667
2.476
2.286
2.095
1.905

0.13000
0.17000
0.22000
0.28000

For window boundary setting defined by Energy, X is the distance from the photopeak (in unit of SD), P e , P t represents the relative proportion of
photopeak emission/ transmission counts respectively ( for a specified energy window)
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5.2 Experimental setup
The measurements of the spillover fraction were performed using the ADAC Vertex
gamma camera. A point source having 130 MBq of 67Ga in a 5 ml syringe was placed in
air at 15 cm from the face of the detector. A medium energy collimator was fitted to the
gamma camera and images were acquired using a 128x128 matrix for 84 sec. Spillover
fraction was determined by varying the energy window setting of the lower energy
window of 67Ga as shown in Table 5.2. This was done by shifting the lower energy
window of 67Ga and transmission window (no 153Gd present), from their estimated
photopeak energy windows i.e. 90 (14%) and 105 (15%). The counts in the emission
and transmission windows were noted. The experimental setup is shown in Fig 5.3.

5.3 Results and Discussion
The spillover fraction was calculated by taking the ratio of the transmission window
counts divided by the counts in the lo wer window of 67Ga. It was observed that the
spillover estimated from window settings that we determined by the probability chart
was 32.8 %. This value is close to the measured value of 33.8% in air. It was also
observed that by shifting the energy window + or - 2 from the estimated window
settings, the spillover fraction changed significantly. It is evident from the Table 5.2 and
Fig. 5.4, that when the shift in the energy window is on the lower side from the
estimated windows, the spill over fraction is increased. However, when the shift is in
the upper side from the estimated windows the spill over fraction is decreased. Using
the asymmetric photopeak energy windows with centerlines (width) of 90 keV (14%)
for the emission source (67Ga) and 105 keV (15%) for the transmission source (153Gd) in
place of 93 keV (20%) and 100 keV (20%) respectively, the spillover can be reduced in
the transmission window to maximize the emission photons in the 93 keV window. As
seen from the results that slight shift in the peak changes the spillover significantly, so it
is necessary to measure the spillover in air before doing the simultaneous emission and
transmission tomography to confirm the window setting for emission and transmission.

Table 5.2 Spillover fraction (ft) (%) in the transmission window at different
energy window settings
Photopeak
keV
(width 14%)

Counts

84

88

15

84

15

Distance

Time

Photopeak
keV
(width15%)

Counts

(cm)

(sec)

15

612758

103

328310

53.5

89

609645

104

265632

84

90

594104

105

201076

43.5
oo p

15

84

91

594345

106

155253

26.1

15

84

92

581152

107

123925

21.3

r
(%>

Figure 5.3 Experimental setup to measure the spillover fraction in air
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5.4 Spillover fraction in air with different energy

Chapter 6
Experimental Work
6.1 Determination of attenuation coefficient for different materials
6.1.1 Methodology
Attenuation coefficients depend upon the media density and the photon energy.
When the photon energy increases the attenuation coefficient decreases. Similarly when
the density of the medium decreases, the attenuation coefficient decreases.
Since the transmission and emission images are acquired at different energies, this
allows us to separate the transmission image from the emission image. Since the
attenuation coefficient is energy dependent, therefore it becomes important to establish
a relationship between attenuation coefficients and energy so that the transformation of
attenuation coefficients from one energy to another can be performed easily.

6.1.2 Experimental setup
We used different density materials including perspex, water, paper and cork to
calculate the attenuation coefficient values. Measurements were performed on an
ADAC Vertex gamma camera (dual head) with the medium energy collimator. The
camera detectors were peaked for two photopeak energies with centerlines (width) of 93
keV (14%) and 184 keV (20%) in air using a 230 MBq point source of 67Ga (5ml
syringe), placed in the syringe holder at 15 cm from the detector. After peaking the
camera, the 93 keV energy window was shifted by 3 keV on the lower side and
measurements were performed using three photopeak energy windows with centerlines
(width) of 90 keV (14%), 105 keV (15%) and 184 keV (20%). Simultaneous
measurement for spillover from 90 keV were recorded in the 105 keV window to verify
the window setting because slight shift in the photopeak changes the spillover
significantly and it is necessary to select the right window for transmission to keep the
consistency of the measurements. It was 31.8%, near to the 32.8% that is determined by
probability chart as discussed in chapter 5.

67t a

A rectangular phantom (40.4 x 32.2 x 38.5 cm) was used for water measurements.
The camera was fixed such that one of the detectors was feeing the ceiling. The water
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phantom was placed on the detector and filled with water up to 35 cm. The same point
source as used to measure spillover was placed in the syringe holder of the phantom and
images were acquired at different distances i.e. 10,15 and 20 cm from the detectors by
moving the syringe holder. Images were acquired using 128x128 matrix size for
photopeak energy windows with centerlines (width) 90 keV (14%) and 184 keV (20%).
The same point source of

Ga was used for the measurements h different density

materials i.e. perspex, paper and cork. A 5 cm thick block of perspex was placed on one
of the detectors in order to make the backscatter constant as the backscatter contribution
plateaus when more than 5-10 cm of material is placed behind the source (de Jong et al.
1999). The point source of

Ga was placed on top of the perspex block and

measurements were performed on the opposite detector after inserting different
thickness of perspex (i.e. 10,15,20 cm) between the source and the detector. The camera
head was kept near to the surface of the material during each measurement. The
measurements for cork and paper were performed using the same setup. Statistical
reliability was ensured by counting the source until the counts in the photopeak window
reached the maximum counts per pixel that the computer could store at each depth for
each energy window.

153Gd
To measure the attenuation coefficient for the 153Gd transmission source, the same
rectangular phantom was used for water measurements. The camera was fixed such that
one of the detectors was facing the ceiling. The water phantom was placed on the
detector and filled with water up to 15 cm. The transmission images were acquired
using 128x128 matrix size for photopeak window with centerline (width) 105 keV
(15%). The measurements were also performed with the same phantom without water to
normalize the attenuation due to the phantom.
In the case of paper, the 15 cm thick block was placed on the detector. The
measurements were also performed in air to get the blank/reference scan. The same
setup was used for the cork and perspex.

6.13 Results & Discussion
Counts in different emission windows (90 keV and 184 keV) at various distances
from the detector (10,15,20 cm) for different materials were noted and combined for the
90 keV and 184 keV energy windows as shown in Table 6.1. The counts were
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normalized at 15 and 20 cm depth to the same counting time for 10 cm depth in each
material. Counts were plotted against the distance from the detector. Experimental data
were fitted with an exponential equation to estimate the attenuation coefficient for the
combined energies (90keV and 184 keV) of 67Ga. Results are listed in Table 6.1 and
Fig.6.1.

6.1.4 Narrow beam attenuation coefficient
The attenuation coefficient for the transmission source is calculated by taking the
ratio of the transmission image without object and with the object for different
materials. Results are shown in Table 6.2.
Given Tref

is the transmission image without object(trans mission image with

phantom in case of water), Tm is the transmission image with object and T is the
thickness of the object.

( T reff
In
Tm

\
Eq. 9.1

T

After calculating the ¡a (narrow beam) values for the transmission source, these were
plotted against the /i (broad beam) values for the emission source for different materials,
as shown in Fig 6.2. From these results it can be seen that a linear relationship exists
between the narrow beam attenuation coefficients for 153Gd and the broad beam
attenuation coefficients of different energies of Ga. So in clinical practice the narrow
beam attenuation coefficient {¡JLt) measured by the

Gd can easily be scaled to obtain

values appropriate for broad beam attenuation coefficient (He) of

Ga. A scaling factor

can be calculated from the fit (Fig 6.2):

jji

= 0 .7 4

¡¿l >tj

Eq. 9.2
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Table 6.1 Counts at various depths and attenuation coefficient for combined energy (90+184 keV) of 67Ga
for different materials
Depth(cm)

90 keV

10.00
15.00

441518
628129

20.00

831476

Depth(cm)

90 keV

10.00
15.00
20.00

684193
1069380
1581910

Depth(cm)

90 keV

10.00
15.00
20.00

979441
1792270
2638160

Depth(cm)

90 keV

10.00
15.00
20.00

979441
1792270
2638160

Attenuation Coefficient for Cork=0.023
N.Factor Counts/74sec 184 keV N.Factor Counts/74secc 180+90keV

1.000
0.632

311313
442470

1.000
0.632

311313
279641

752831
676618

0.420
349219
589350
0.420
247527
596746
Attenuation Coefficient for Pa aer=0.084
N.Factor Counts/180sec 184 keV N.Factor Counts/180sec 180+90 keV

1.000
0.414
0.173

684193
442723
273670

520291
878411
141627

1.000
0.414
0.173

520291
363662
245014

1204484
806385
518685

Attenuation Coefficient for W ater=0.122
N.Factor Counts/275sec 184 keV N.Factor Counts/275sec 180+90 keV

1.000
0.264
0.0919

979441
473159
242446

663006
118961
198626

1.000
0.342
0.120

663006
406846
238351

1642447
880005
480798

Attenuation Coefficient for Perspex=0.133
N.Factor Counts/318sec 184 keV N.Factor Counts/318sec 184+90 keV

1.000
0.264
0.0919

N.Factor = Normalisation factor
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441518
396977

979441
473159
242446

714098
141434
223377

1.000
0.264
0.0919

714098
373385
205283

1693539
846545
447730

Attenuation coefficient for cork

Attenuation coefficient fo r paper
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Table 6.2 Attenuation coefficient at different photon energies
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6.2 Geometric mean measurements

6.2,1 Methodology
Several authors (Sorenson et al. 1974, Larsson et al. 1980) have recognised that the
geometric mean (GM) image obtained from opposing or conjugate views has some
useful properties. In SPECT we are recording the 2-dimensional projections from 360°
rotation about the z-axis of the patient. Our goal is to reduce the dependence of
attenuation on the location of the source. By combining the conjugate views source
depth dependence can be minimized.
The combination of conjugate views can be done two ways
1. Arithmetic mean (g ’ +g”)/2
2. Geometric mean •vI g g
where g ’ is the anterior image of the object and g ” is the posterior image of the object.
The arithmetic mean produces results that are accurate at the center but it contains
some variation as a function of depth. The geometric mean image is dependent only on
the thickness of the object, not on the source location in the object. It provides similar
results for a single point source regardless of the depth. This property of GM was used
for both emission (90 keV and 184 keV of 67Ga) and transmission windows (105 keV of
153Gd) to determine the spillover and downscatter fraction in the transmission window.
The depth independence of GM was verified for both emission and transmission
windows experimentally.

6,2.2 Experimental setup fo r geometric mean photpeak counts
To verify the constant response of geometric mean, an experiment was conducted to
assess the variation with depth of the mean counts for 90 keV and 184 keV energy
windows for

Ga.

Measurements were performed on an AD AC Vertex gamma camera (dual head) with
the medium energy collimator. The camera detectors were peaked and spillover
measured in the 105 keV window (transmission window) in air using a 200 MBq point
source of 67Ga in a 5 ml syringe (similar to the method described in section 6.1.2) to
verify the window setting. The spillover was 31%, near to the 32.8% determined by the
probability chart as discussed in chapter 5.
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A rectangular phantom (40.4 x 32.2 x 38.5) was used for water measurements. The
camera was fixed such that one of the detectors was facing the ceiling. The water
phantom was placed on the detector and filled with water up to 35 cm. The same point
source used to measure the spillover was placed in the syringe holder of the phantom
and images were acquired at every 5 cm over the range 5-25 cm from the detector by
moving the syringe holder. Images were acquired using a 128x128 matrix size for
photopeak windows with centerlines (width) of 90 keV (14%) and 184 keV (20%).
Statistical reliability of counts was ensured as discussed in section 6.1.2. The
experimental setup is shown in Fig .6.3.

Figure 6.3 Experimental setup for the measurement of point source of 67Ga at
various depths in water
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6.2.3 Results and Discussion
The counts were normalized at 10, 15, 20 and 25 cm depth to the same counting time
for each material (water, cork, paper, perspex).
It can been seen from the results that counts are decreasing in both windows as the
function of the depth because of attenuation (Table 6.3 and 6.5). Percentage counts are
also plotted against the distance from the detector and a mirror image of the graph was
plotted on the same axes as shown in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5. It is apparent from these graphs
and Tables 6.4 and 6.6 that by taking the geometric mean image of conjugate views
(anterior and posterior) the effect of depth on the photopeak counts is reduced. The
geometric mean of the 90 keV photopeak counts and 184 keV photopeak counts exhibit
a standard deviation of 3.9% and 2.5% respectively.
A problem with the GM is that it is not linear. The GM obtained from imaging
multiple point source is not the same as of that of the GM obtained from averaging the
GM from the same point sources imaged separately. However this technique provided a
useful first order correction for some depth dependent effects.

Table 6.3 Effect of depth on recorded counts in water for
90keV(14% window width)
Counts

Depth(cm)

505214
857718
1465183
2373829
3232898

5
10
15
20
25

Counts/118sec

505214
308778
171426
92579
48493

Table 6.4 Geometric mean for various depth combinations for
90keV(14% window width)
Combination of Depth (cm)

Geometric Mean Counts

5/25
15/15
10/20

156523
171426
169075
165674 6542

Mean SD
(

)

(

}
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G eom etric mean at various depths o f w ater 9 0 keV
(14% w in d o w width)

—

% Attenuation coounts
% attenuation counts

8 % G M counts for 30
cm

Figure 6.4 Geometric mean at various depths in water for
90 keV (14% window width)

Table 6.5 Effect of depth on recorded counts in water for
184 keV (20% window width)
Depth(cm)

5
10
15
20
25

Counts

Counts/118sec

341941
601440
1100478
1933950
2885552

341941
216518
128755
75424
43283

Table 6.6 Geometric mean for various depth combinations for
184 keV (20% window width)
C o m b in a tio n o f D e p th (cm)

G eo m etric M ean C o u n ts

5/25

121656

15/15

128756

10/20

127791

Mean (SD)

I

126067(3144)
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Figure 6.5 Geometric mean at various depths in w ater for
184 keV (20% window width)

6.3 Geometric mean for point spread function

6.3.1 Methodology
Experimental work was carried out to further investigate the properties of geometric
mean data. A profile across an image of a point source provides a plot of the intensity
versus distance known as the point spread function (PSF). Our purpose was to measure
the point spread function of the image to predict the spatial distribution of spillover
from the 90keV window and downscatter photons from the 184 keV window in the
transmission window and their variation with the depth. It can be seen from the
previous experiments, when the PSF of 90 keV and 184 keV for the point source of
67 Ga were measured at different depths in water, counts in the photopeak are reduced
with increasing depth accompanied with broadening of the PSF as shown in Figs. 6.6
and 6.8. It is clearly shown that counts lost from the photopeak contribute to the
increased spillover and scatter fraction in the transmission window. However as shown
in previous results, the geometric mean of photopeak counts recorded at conjugate
views shows a high degree of consistency. This property was investigated more fully for
the spillover and downscatter in the transmission window.
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6.3.2 Experimental setup
Measurements were performed on the ADAC Vertex gamma camera (dual head)
with the medium energy collimator. The camera detectors were peaked using 135 MBq
point source (5ml syringe) of 67Ga and spillover was measured in air and the window
setting was verified in a similar way as described in section 6.1.2. It was 30.8%, which
is near to the 32.8%, determined by the probability chart as discussed in chapter 5.
The same experimental setup as described in the section 6.2.2 was used for the water
measurements using a 135 MBq point source in a 5 ml syringe of 67Ga. Three energy
windows were selected for the experiments. The transmission photopeak window was
split in two adjacent windows with centerlines (width) of 101 keV (8%) i.e. 97-105 keV
for the spillover fraction and 110 keV (7%) i.e. 106-114 keV for the downscatter
fraction only and 184 keV (20%) for emission window. Images were acquired by using
128 x 128 matrix size for 219 seconds at every 5 cm over the range 10-20 cm in depth
from the camera detector by moving the syringe holder. Statistical reliability of counts
was ensured as discussed in section 6.1.2.

6.3.3 Results and Discussion
The results are shown in the Table 6.7. It can be seen from the Table and Figs. 6.8,
6.10 and 6.12 that counts are decreasing as a function of depth in the 184 keV (20%
window width), 101 keV (8% window width) and 110 keV (7% window width)
windows due to attenuation. From the Table 6.8 and Figs. 6.9, 6.11 and 6.13 it can be
seen that geometric mean image of conjugate views (anterior and posterior) reduces the
depth dependence of the photopeak, spillover and scatter fraction counts. If we take the
ratio of downscattered GM counts in the 110 keV (7% window width) window to the
GM of total counts in the photopeak window 184 keV (20% window width), it can been
seen from the Table 6.8 that a constant downscatter ratio is obtained i.e. 0.281 (SD=0.
003). This result would be expected for any pair of windows selected.
Similarly from the Table 6.3 and Fig. 6.6 it can be seen that counts are decreasing as
a function of depth in the 90 keV (14% window width) windows due to attenuation.
From the Table 6.4 and Fig 6.7 it can be seen that the geometric mean counts and
images of conjugate views also reduces the effect of depth on the photopeak counts at
90 keV (14% window width). So there will be the same constant relationship between
the GM ratio of counts in the spillover window (101 keV) to the counts in the
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photopeak (90 keV). Therefore the spillover fraction (ft) can also be treated independent
of the source depth.

Counts/10000

Figure 6.6 PSF for 90 keV (14% width) for 67Ga at different depths in water

Distance (pixels)
Figure 6.7 GM PSF for 90 keV (14%) for 67Ga for various depth combination
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Counts/10000
Figure 6.8 PSF for 184 keV (20% width) for 67Ga at different depths in Water

Figure 6.9 GM PSF for 184 keV (20% width) for 67Ga for various depth
combination
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8

Distance(pixels)
Figure 6.10 PSF for spillover in transmission window 101 keV (8% width)
at different depths in water for 67Ga

Distance (pixels)
Figure 6.11 GM PSF for spillover 101 keV (8% width) for 67Ga for
various depth combination
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Figure 6.12 PSF for downscatter fraction in transmission window

Counts/10000

110 keV (7%) at different depths in water for 67Ga

Distance (pixels)
Figure 6.13 GM PSF for downscatter fraction 110 keV (7%) for 67Ga
for various depth combination
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Table 6.7 Effect of depth on recorded counts for downscatter, spillover and photopeak
window
Spillover window

Downscatter window

Photopeak window

Depth

101 keV (8%)

110 keV (7%)

184 keV (20%)

(cm)

(Counts)

(Counts)

(Counts)

10

129735

87809

328890

15

75816

56094

197290

20

44401

34374

118066

Table 6.8 Geometric mean in downscatter, spillover and photopeak windows for
various depth combinations
Spillover window

Downscatter window

Photopeak window

Depth

101 keV (8%)

110 keV (7%)

184 keV (20%)

kt

(cm)

(Counts)

(Counts)

(Counts)

ratio

15/15

75816

56094

197290

0.284

10/20

75897

54939

197055

0.278

75856(40)

55516(577)

197172.5(117)

Mean
(SD)

0.281(0
.003)
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Chapter 7
Determination of Scatter Function, Spillover Fraction and
Scatter Fraction
7.1 Use of optimisation to determine parameters
The remaining problem is to measure the spatial distribution of down scattered
events in the transmission window. The spillover distribution can be estimated in the
transmission window because the overlapping area in the transmission window can be
estimated as discussed in chapter 5.
When a point source is imaged with scattered radiation, i.e. using a window of lower
energy than the photopeak, it is expected that blurring of the image occur due to the
broadening of the point-spread function (PSF). The broadening of the PSF or the
blurring of the image can be approximated as a mathematical convolution with a
function that is referred to as the scatter function.
The upper energy window image (184 keV with 20% window width for

Ga) is

represented by gu; the transmission window image (105 keV with 15% window width
for 153Gd) is represented by g,\ and the lower energy window image (90 keV with 14%
window width for 67Ga) is represented by g/. The notation adopted below uses the
subscript u, t and / to indicate upper, transmission and lower energies respectively. The
transmission window is contaminated by downscattered photons from the upper energy
window. The downscatter photons in the transmission window result in underestimation
of attenuation and it must be accounted for if attenuation compensation is to be
accurate. To correct for downscatter the acquired upper energy emission projection data
were convolved with the scatter function, and the result (scaled by a scatter fraction)
was used as an estimate of the downscatter distribution in the transmission window. The
estimated distribution was subtracted from the original transmission data to yield
downscatter corrected transmission data.
We used the geometric mean (GM) of the images to measure the spatial distribution
of downscatter in the transmission window. The GM image is relatively constant with
source depth and the PSF of the GM image can be considered independent of the source
distribution. Therefore the emission counts recorded in the transmission window
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without transmission source present are independent of depth for a given thickness of
the object as discussed in chapter 6, section 6.2 and 6.3.
Several methods have been developed to estimate the downscatter in the lower
energy window due to upper energy window e.g. use of the convolution subtraction
method (Hutton et al, 1987; Bailey et al, 1987). Convolution subtraction techniques
estimate scatter by convolving the emission projections with a suitable scatter function.
The spillover and downscatter image in the transmission window without the
transmission photons present can be given by:
g mi =go-gt
gmt is the summation of

Eq. 7.1

spillover and downscatter photons without transmission

photons presen t:
g m t = g h + gut

Eq-7 -2

g0 is the summation of spillover photons (g/,), downscatter photons (gul) and
transmission photons:
g o = g , + gh +gu,

Eq.7.3

g, is the transmission image in the transmission window (105 keV) due to the
1ST
transmission source ( Gd).
The lower energy window is used to estimate the spillover fraction (ft) in the
transmission window without the transmission photons present. The estimated spillover
image in the transmission window can be given by:
Eq 7.4
S it = f t S i
The estimation of downscatter requires the use of both downscatter ratio in
transmission window i.e. downscatter fraction (kt) and scatter function (S). The upper
energy window (184 keV) is convolved with the scatter function (S) and then the
convolved upper energy window image is scaled by the downscatter fraction (kt) to give
the total downscatter counts or downscatter image in the transmission window. The
estimated downscatter image in the transmission window can be given by
Eq 7.5
2 , „ = * , ( * „u « « >
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The estimated spillover and downscatter image in the transmission window without
transmission photons present can be given by:
•'V

/V

/V

g m t = g l t + g ut

Eq.7.6

The downscatter in the transmission window was found by approximating the scatter
function by a biexponential function (Hutton et al, 1987):
S { r , 6 ) = Ae ~ br + e ~ cr

Eq.7.7

where A, b, and c are constants and r is the radial distance. The function is assumed to
be radially symmetric. The function is normalised to unity, so that total counts in the
upper energy window can be preserved (within the object boundary or camera field of
view).
Then the scatter function can be given by:
S ( r , 0 ) = 1 / N ( Ae ~ br + e ~ cr )

Eq.7.8

where N preserves total counts by normalizing S to unity
By substituting the S values in Eq.7.6, the estimated spillover and downscatter
transmission window image (without transmission photons present in the transmission
window) can be given by:

/V

g

mt

[ft g I ]+ k

— (Ae
N

Eq.7.9

b' + e ° )® g

The A, b, c, k, and //parameters were determined by using an optimization program.
The sum of absolute differences between the measured spillover and downscatter
image (gmt) and estimated spillover and downscatter image ( g ml ) is calculated and can
be given by:
Eq.7.10

X ^ mt
Expanding, this can be rewritten:

£

«mt

"If

t g A ~

L ( A e ~ br + e ~ cr
N

g

Eq. 7.11
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The best estimate of the A, b, c, f and kt occur when the sum of absolute differences
becomes minimum.
This is exactly equivalent to comparing the estimated downscatter (giit) with the
spillover corrected transmission image (gjt) i.e.:
s

g ut

g ut

Eq. 7.12

7.2 Determinations of scatter function (A. b, c) and scatter fraction (ki) using fixed
spillover fraction (fA
The optimisation function performs multidimensional minimization of a function
Func (c), where x is an n -dimensional vector, using the downhill simplex method
(Nelder and Mead, 1965).
If the minimum is found, optimisation returns an n-element vector of parameters
corresponding to the function's minimum value. If a minimum within the given
tolerance is not found within the specified number of iterations, optimisation returns a
scalar value of -1. Results are returned with the same precision (single- or double
precision floating-point) as is returned by the user-supplied function to be minimized.
This routine is written in the IDL language.
The simplex theory is based on the following steps:
(http://www.chem.uoa.gr/Applets/appletsimnlex/Text Simplex2.htm)
1. The position of centroid (point CEN in the midway between points B and NB) is
calculated.
2. A reflection (vs CEN) of the worst-response point W is performed and the
response RR of the reflected point R is evaluated.
3. If R is within the "search area" and its response RR is better than RW but no
better than RB, then a new simplex is formed by replacing W with R. The
process is repeated from step <1> with the new simplex.
4

If the response RR is even better, i.e. better than RB this is and indication that
simplex is moving in the correct direction, therefore an extension to point E is
tried (E is twice as far from CEN as R in the same direction).
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5. If E is within the "search area" and its response RE is better than RR then W is
replaced with E, otherwise W is replaced with R. The process is repeated from
step <1> with the new simplex.
6. If the initial reflection fails, i.e. RR is worst than RW or R is not within the
"search area", then a contraction is performed. The contracted point C, i.e. the
point in the midway between W and CEN, replaces W. The process is repeated
from step <1> with the new simplex.
The steps involved in the simplex theory are explained diagrammatically in Fig 7.1.

MB
/
/ r

Xo

R

XCEN

/

/

W

Extended
p oint
C oritraete d
E'eflected
point
point.
U entroid 1
B

X
Figure 7.1 Schematic diagram of simplex theoiy

The iterations are terminated when no significant improvement of the response is
observed on moving from one simplex to the other and/or the displacements are
insignificant
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7.2.1 Experimental setup
Measurements were performed on an AD AC Vertex gamma camera (dual head) with
the medium energy collimator. The camera detectors were peaked and spillover was
measured in air using a 205 MBq point source (5 ml syringe) of 67Ga (to the method
similar described in chapter 6 section 6.1.2) to verify the window settings. The spillover
was 30%, which is close to the 32.8%, determined by the probability chart as discussed
in chapter 5.
A rectangular phantom (40.4 x 32.2 x 38.5 cm) was used for water measurements.
The camera was fixed such that one of the detectors was facing the ceiling. The water
phantom was placed on the detector and filled with water up to 35 cm. The point source
used to measure the spillover was placed in the syringe holder of the phantom and
images were acquired at different distances i.e. 5,10,15,20 and 25 cm from the detector
by moving the syringe holder. Images were acquired using 128x128 matrix size for two
photopeak energy windows with centerlines (width) of 90 keV (14%) and 184 keV
(20%). The same point source of 67Ga was used for the measurements in different
density materials e.g. paper and cork.
Backscatter was made constant using 5 cm block of paper (see 6.1.2). A point source
in 5 ml syringe with 205 MBq of 67Ga was placed on top of the paper block and
measurements were performed after inserting paper blocks of different thickness i.e. 5,
10, 15, 20 cm and 25 cm between source and the detector. The camera head was kept
near to the surface of the material during each measurement. Images were acquired
using 128x128 matrix size for two photopeak energy windows with centerlines (width)
of 90 keV (14%) and 184 keV (20%). The measurements for cork were performed using
the same setup. Statistical reliability of counts was ensured as discussed in chapter 6,
section 6.1.2. Experimental setup for different materials is shown in Fig.7.2.
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IPIIIIft
yëïyZ's’/

Perspex (section 7.3)

W ater

Point source position on detector

Cork

Paper
Figure 7.2 Experimental setup to decide the ,4, b >c, kt a n d /t for different materials
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7.2.2 Analysis o f data
The images of 90keV (14% window width), 105 keV (15% window width) and 184
keV (20% window width) for each material, were separated by using the image
manipulation program on the AD AC. These images were used to estimate A, b, c and kt
for different materials (water, cork, and paper) using the optimisation program
(appendix A). These images were considered representative of a source placed at the
centre of materials of various thickness. In this process some initial values and scale for
A, b, c, and kt were supplied to the program. ‘Scale’ is used with initial values to form
an initial (Ndim+1) point simplex. These initial values were used to estimate the initial
values for A, b, c for scatter function and scatter fraction (kt). Estimation of spillover
fraction (ft) was performed in air by drawing a large ROI around the point source image
(including background) of 90 keV and 105 keV. The spillover fraction was calculated
by taking the ratio of counts in the 105 keV to the counts in the 90 keV window. The
spillover fraction in air was estimated as 29 %. This fixed constant value off was then
used to scale the image of 90 keV to give the estimation of spillover in the transmission
window image. The estimated spillover was then subtracted from the measured
transmission image (downscatter + spillover). The estimated A, b, c, were used to
design the two dimensional kernel to convolve the padded matrix of the upper energy
window image (184 keV). We used the padded matrix of the upper energy window for
the convolution to avoid edge effects, otherwise the convol function in the IDL sets the
value of elements at the edges of the array to zero. The convolution kernel is normalized
to preserve the total counts in the image. The convolved upper energy window image is
scaled with the initial estimated value of ki to estimate the downscattered image in the
transmission window. This initial downscattered image (glir) is compared with the
image of measured spillover corrected downscatter image feu{) in the transmission
window and sum of absolute differences calculated i.e.

I \gtil - gu\- This process was
p ix els

repeated iteratively. The iterations were terminated when the optimisation program
found a change in the sum of absolute difference less than 1 in 105, typically requiring
300-400 iterations. The whole process to determine the various parameters (A, b, c, k,
andf ) is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 7.3.
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Simplex

Figure 7.3 Schematic diagram for determination of A, b, c, k and f by using
optimization program

7.2.3 Results and Discussion
A significant variation among the A, b, c values for water, paper and cork was
observed; results are shown in Table 7.1. The mean values ate

37.68 (SD—18.14),

¿=2.83 (SD=3.99) and c= 0.182 (SD=0.102) for various depth and density of material.
From these results we conclude the solution was unstable, possibly due to the fact that /)
was fixed. We therefore reanalysed data w ith/, as a variable.
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Table 7.1 Determ ination of A, b, c and

values for different materials at different thicknesses with fixed

ft =0.29
Thickness(cm)

kt

pixels|<?M/

Depth(cm)

A

b

c

5
10
15
20
25

13.80
44.69
60.17
47.50
05.00

3.97
1.15
1.09
0.98
0.98

0.358
0.122
0.177
0.088
0.43

0.12
0.165
0.149
0.177
0.099
Mean =0.142 SD=0.028

0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29

178603
153068
355133
389911
1560000

5
10
15
20
25

20.50
25.80
09.00
50.04
47.70

1.29
9.40
0.32
15.40
0.21

0.175
0.20
0.315
0.14
0.21

0.297
0.31
0.27
0.385
0.35
Mean = 0.32 SD=0.040

0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29

112969
532106
4230000
1840000
1630000

5
10
15
20
25

67.11
52.63
44.19
39.78
37.37

1.59
1.49
1.44
1.52
1.68

0.365
0.40
0.447
0.477
0.500
Mean = 0.44 SD=0.049
.... 0.30
0.182
0.12
0.102 ; ■

0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29

1260000
327979
62413
15533
3241

f

Cork
10
20
30
40
50
Paper
10
20
30
40
50
W ater
10
20
30
40
50
Mean
SD
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37.68
18.14

2.83
3.99

0.119
0.109
0.100
0.097
0.094

7.3 Determination of scatter function (A, b, c) and spillover fraction (ft and scatter
fraction (kA when spillover fraction is not fixed

7.3.1 Experimental setup
The camera detector was peaked and spillover was measured in air in a similar way
as described in chapter 6 (section 6.1.2) using a 210 MBq point source (5 ml syringe) of
67Ga to verify the window settings. The spillover was 31%, which is close to the 32.8%
determined by the probability chart as discussed in chapter 5.
Measurements were performed using the point source of 67Ga at 10, 15, and 20 cm
away from the detector for different materials (water, perspex, paper and cork) in the
same way as described in section 7.2.1. Experimental setup for different materials is
shown in Fig.7.2.

7.3.2 Analysis o f data
Based on our observations we then kept f, as variable and estimated the A, b, c, kt and
ft values for different thickness and density of materials. The geometric mean of 90
keV, 105 keV and 184 keV images using depths of 10 and 15 cm, 10 and 20 cm and 15
and 20 cm were calculated for different materials, corresponding to material of
thickness 25 cm, 30 cm and 35 cm respectively. Results for sources at depth 10 and 20
cm were used to represent source at the centre of materials of 20 and 40 cm thickness
respectively. These images were used to estimate A, b, c, f and kt. All five parameters
were determined using the same procedure (optimisation program) as described in
section 7.2.2. An initial estimated spillover and downscatter image ( g m1) was compared
with the measured spillover and downscatter image (gmt) in the transmission window.
The sum of the absolute differences was calculated i.e.

y

r'mt - ab mt\ . Accuracy
was
J

pixels

also assessed by the fit of the PSF (point spread function) of the estimated downscatter
image (gllt) to the PSF of measured spillover corrected downscatter image (gut) for
various thickness and density of the material. This process was repeated iteratively. The
whole process to determine the various parameters (A, b, c, k, and f ) is shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 7.3.
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The iterations were terminated when the optimisation program found a change in the
sum of absolute difference less than 1 in 105, typically requiring 300-400 iterations. The
PSF of the estimated downscatter image and spillover corrected measured downscatter
image also shows good agreement. The PSF for both images gut and gllt are shown in the
following, Fig 7.4 for cork (15 cm), Fig 7.5 for paper (15 cm), Fig.7.6 for water (15 cm)
and Fig 7.7 for Perspex (15 cm).

7.3.3 Results and Discussion
For each thickness the A, b, c, kt and f t values which resulted in the best
approximation to true downscatter and spillover are listed in Table 7.2. The mean value
for A, b and c were calculated to illustrate the suitability of its application. The mean
values are ^4=49.22 (0.667), ¿>=1.56(0.306) and c= 0.122(0.023) from various thickness
and density of materials. It can be seen from Table 7.2 that there is little variation in the
A, b and c values of the scatter function with thickness and density of the material
except there is some variation in the scatter function slope (b) of cork. It is evident that
the scatter function is reasonably independent of both thickness of the object and
density of the materials and that the use of a single scatter function yields an acceptable
fit over a range of source depths and thickness of various density materials. From Table
7.2 it can be seen that there is some variation in the downscatter and spillover fractions
with the thickness of the materials. There is a trend for downscatter fraction to increase
with the thickness of the material, but it can also be seen from Table 7.2 that spillover
fraction is decreasing with the thickness of the material (this may be due to attenuation
of the counts increasing with the thickness of the material). In the cork there is little
variation in spillover fraction and downscatter fraction compared to other materials.
This may be due to less scattering of the photons in the cork due to its density
(0.176 gm/cm3) which is much lower than the other materials. It is noted that the scatter
{kt) and spillover (ft) fractions are dependent on the object thickness and material.
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Figure 7.5 Paper, PSF of £,„ overlaid with g,„ (15 cm)
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Figure 7.6 Water, PSF of g ut overlaid with g w,(15 cm)

Figure 7.7 Perspex, PSF of g u, overlaid with g,„ (15 cm)

Table 7.2 Determination of A, b, c, kt and f t values for different materials at different thicknesses (cm)
Depth
Thickness
(cm)
(cm)
Cork
10.0
20 ( 10+10)
12.5
25(10+15)
15.0
30 (10+20)
35(15+20)
17.5
40 (20+20)
20.0

A

b

c

kt

ft

51.80

1.14
1.66
0.956
0.93
0.945

0.114
0.132
0.101
0.099
0.100

0.124

0.214

48.99
48.76
50.00
49.44

0.115
0.124
0.128
0.132
Mean =0.124 SD=0.006

0.215
0.205
0.197
0.186
Mean=0.203 SD=0.011

8 mt
p ix e ls

27433
22360
23910
17368
18751

Paper
20(10+10)
25 (10+15)
30 (10+20)
35(15+20)
40(20+20)

10.0
12.5
15.0
17.5
20.0

49.02
49.02
48.91
48.78
48.76

1.68
1.71
1.70
1.95
1.70

0.147
0.142
0.138
0.136
0.138

0.278
0.294
0.311
0.319
0.330
Mean = 0.30 SD=0.018

0.164
0.156
0.145
0.142
0.133
Mean=0.148 SD=0.011

31019
22740
22180
16464
15122

Water
20(10+10)
25 (10+151
30 (10+20)
35 (15+20)
40 (20+20)

10.0
12.5
15.0
17.5
20.0

48.85
48.74
48.78
49.07
49.00

1.59
1.57
1.65
1.70
2.02

0.125
0.117
0.114
0.107
0.106

0.406
0.450
0.495
0.523
0.530
Mean = 0.48 SD=0.046

0.164
0.150
0.135
0.126
0.123
Mean=0.139 SD=0.015

44858

Perspex
10.0
20(10+10)
12.5
25 (10+15)
15.0
30 (10+20)
17.5
35 (15+20)
20.0
40 (20+20)

49.12
48.98
49.42
49.20
49.39

1.63
1.67
1.65
1.70
1.75

0.119
0.116
0.109
0.103
0.102

0.387
0.424
0.429
0.414
0.489
Mean =0.43 SD=0.033

0.208
0.200
0.210
0.198
0.194
Mean=0.202 SD=0.006

49990
30730
28340
20720
18007

49.20
0.667

1.56
0.306

0.122
0.023

Mean
SD
8 0

0.33
0.137

0.17
0.030

30810

29708
21416
19199

|

7 3.4 Determination o f k, and f
It is clear from the results of section 7.3.3 that there is considerable variation in the
results for k t and//, with some degree of dependency between the two parameters. To
reduce the variation and dependency of kt and f t, on one another, after deciding the A, b
and c parameters (4=49.22, ¿=1.56, c=0.122) for the scatter function, we fixed the A, b
and c parameters and repeated the optimisation procedure as described in section 7.2.2.
The results for the repeat optimisation are given in Table 7.3. Although the fitted
parameters changed compared to the results in Table 7.2, there was still considerable
variation observed for different source depth and material. To assist in interpretation the
results were examined graphically. The values for kt and f h were plotted versus jud, the
attenuation path length obtained by multiplying the narrow beam attenuation
coefficient, /I, by source depth d. The motivation was is to explore the use of externally
measured transmission, similar to the approach taken in TDCS.
The results from Table 7.2, prior to fixing A, b and c are given in Figs. 7.8 and 7.9;
results from Table 7.3 are given in Figs. 7.10 and 7.11. A subjective interpretation of
these data suggests that fixing the scatter function parameters lead to a more consistent
derivation of kt and /,. The results for kt with fixed scatter function parameters were
well described by a single buildup equation (3.11) independent of material (Fig. 7.12),
whereas the results obtained without fixing scatter function parameters were clearly
more variable (compare Figs 7.9 and 7.11). The correlation between measured kh and
those predicted from the buildup equation was high (r=0.976). The chi-squared values
obtained during curve fitting reduced from 0.034 to 0.031 for the data obtained with
nom fixed versus fixed scatter function parameters.
By visual inspection the f t data demonstrated a clear linear relationship with source
depth, which differed significantly for the different materials.

The variation of

individual values from the best fitted line was reduced when the scatter function
parameters were fixed. The linear slope was similar for different materials (Fig. 7.10).
In an attempt to further improve the f, data a further optimisation was performed, this
time using fixed values for A, b, c parameters and k, values obtained from the fitted
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curve (Fig. 7.12). Results are given in Table 7.4 and Fig 7.13. The data demonstrates
further improvement in the linearity with source depth but still significant variation
across materials (though arguably more consistency).

The chi-squared values for

spillover fraction reduced from 0.018 when scatter function parameters were not fixed,
compared to 0.012 when parameters were fixed. However, the spillover fraction chisquared value remained at 0.0 12 when fitted k t values were used.
The results for kt suggest that an externally measured transmission can be used to
estimate the scatter fraction pixel by pixel. However, it is not possible to distinguish
depth from material using an external transmission measurement. Therefore a single
linear equation (a’+ b'*jud) was used to fit the f data with moderate success (r=0.70) as
shown in Fig. 7.14. The fitted values off and kt are shown in Table 7.5.
If the point source is measured from conjugate views and the geometric mean of
those views is calculated, then the spillover fraction f ) and scatter fraction

is

approximately equivalent to that from a source at the centre of the object (Larson. 1980,
Meikle et al. 1991, Meikle et al. 1994). Therefore f, and kt in the transmission window
is approximately equivalent to that from a source at the centre of the object, independent
of the depth. The /id can be replaced by fiT/2, in the linear equation and buildup
equation (3.11) and can be rewritten:
ft = a ’+ b ’* fiT/2

Eq 7.13

1
*/ =

A ' - B exp( - f i T 1 2 )

p

Eq 7.14

where T is the total thickness of the object.
In most cases, B is set to (A -1), which results in kt =0 in air, outside the attenuating
object, where e yJ/2

=1. These values of f

and k, were used when applying the

convolution-subtraction method in the phantom study and human studies
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Table 7.3 Determination of kt and f t wheny4, b and c values are fixed for different
________ materials at various depths
Thickness (cm) Depth (cm)
Material
kt
f
. .
■,■■■■■■.■ . '
' • Cork
;
:: :
: ::;
20 (10+10)
10.0
0.119
0.210
25 (10+15)
12.5
0.116
0.215
30 (10+20)
15.0
0.120
0.207
35 (15+20)
17.5
0.120
0.200
40 (20+20)
20.0
0.122
0.190
Mean (SD)
0.119 (0.0019)
0.204(0.008)
Paper
20(10+10)
10.0
0.274
0.170
25 (10+15)
12.5
0.164
0.295
30 (10+20)
15.0
0.314
0.152
17.5
35 (15+20)
0.335
0.137
20.0
40 (20+20)
0.120
0.349
Mean (SD)
0.314(0.025)
0.148(0.018)
Water
10.0
20(10+10)
0.165
0.408
12.5
25 (10+15)
0.143
0.458
15.0
0.116
30 (10+20)
0.495
17.5
0.089
35 (15+20)
0.550
20.0
0.059
0.595
40 (20+20)
Mean (SD)
0.504(0.066)
0.114(0.037)
Perspex
0.200
10.0
0.398
20(10+10)
0.186
12.5
0.448
25 (10+15)
0.160
15.0
0.490
30 (10+20)
0.130
0.550
17.5
35 (15+20)
0.100
0.590
20.0
40 (20+20)
Mean iS m
0.495(0.068)
0.155(0.036)
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Table 7.4 Determination of f when fixed kt (fitted values), A, b and c used for
_______ different materials at various depths________ _________
Thickness(cm)
Depth(cm)
Material kt (fitted value)
f
Cork
20 (10+10)
10.0
0.09057
0.220
25 (10+15)
12.5
0.11920
0.210
30 (10+20)
15.0
0.14577
0.200
35 (15+20)
17.5
0.17047
0.187
40 (20+20)
20.0
0.19350
0.173
Mean (SD)
0.143(0.036)
0.198(0.016)
Paper
20 (10+10)
10.0
0.25942
0.180
25 (10+15)
12.5
0.30618
0.163
30 (10+20)
15.0
0.34604
0.142
35 (15+20)
17.5
0.38038
0.120
40 (20+20)
20.0
0.41027
0.110
Mean (SD)
0.34(0.053)
0.143(0.026)
Water
10.0
20 (10+10)
0.37635
0.176
12.5
25 (10+15)
0.42597
0.156
15.0
30 (10+20)
0.136
0.46596
17.5
35 (15+20)
0.110
0.49881
20.0
40 (20+20)
0.100
0.52684
Mean (SD)
0.458(0.053)
0.135(0.028)
Perspex
10.0
0.200
0.40793
20 (10+10)
12.5
0.180
0.45694
25 (10+15)
0.162
15.0
0.49661
30 (10+20)
0.146
17.5
0.52806
35 (15+20)
0.129
20.0
0.55455
40 (20+20)
Mean (SD)
0.488(0.052)
0.163(0.025)
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Table 7.5 Fitted values of fi and kt for different juT/2 for different materials
Thickness(cm)

Depth(cm)

Material
Cork

fiT /2

kt

ft

0.034

20 (10+10)

10.0

0.340

0.091

0.195

25 (10+15)

12.5

0.425

0.119

0.193

30 (10+20)

15.0

0.510

0.146

0.191

35 (15+20)

17.5

0.595

0.170

0.189

40 (20+20)

20.0

0.680

0.194

0.187

Paper

0.096

20 (10+10)

10.0

0.960

0.259

0.180

25 (10+15)

12.5

1.200

0.306

0.174

30 (10+20)

15.0

1.440

0.346

0.169

35 (15+20)

17.5

1.680

0.380

0.163

40 (20+20)

20.0

1.920

0.410

0.158

Water

0.165

20 (10+10)

10.0

1.650

0.376

0.164

25 (10+15)

12.5

2.060

0.426

0.154

30 (10+20)

15.0

2.470

0.466

0.145

35 (15+20)

17.5

2.880

0.499

0.135

40 (20+20)

20.0

3.300

0.527

0.125

Perspex

0.190

20 (10+10)

10.0

1.900

0.408

0.158

25 (10+15)

12.5

2.370

0.457

0.147

30(10+20)

15.0

2.850

0.497

0.136

35 (15+20)

17.5

3.320

0.528

0.125

40 (20+20)

20.0

3.800

0.554

0.114
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The fiT/2 can be directly determined by transmission measurements. So that the
spillover and downscatter fractions at each point in each two-dimensional projection can
be estimated i.e. F t and Kt respectively.
The variation of / with fid was unexpected but can be at least partially explained by
considering the distribution of scatter in the energy spectrum.
In air there are no scattered photons present in the beam, so spillover fraction in the
transmission window due to 90 keV would be expected to remain constant. However in
a medium where high energy photons of 67Ga interact by Compton scattering, there is
loss of energy so that some photons are detected in the transmission window (105 keV)
as well as the lower energy window (90 keV).

Compton scattering depends on the

density of the materials, so Compton downscatter increases with the density and
thickness of the object. The Compton scatter due to the 93 keV photon (i.e. photopeak
scatter) also increases with thickness and density of material. As a result the ratio of
counts (spillover) for the 105 keV to 90 keV windows is a complex mixture of
unscattered and scattered photons. Consequently the spillover can no longer be
considered constant. The spillover fraction in the transmission window (gt) is estimated
by the spillover fraction f t multiplied by the lower energy window (gj) of

Ga. To

account for regional differences in scattering material,// is replaced by the pixel by pixel
spillover fraction Ft..
A two dimensional matrix of spillover fractions (Ft) which is the set of / for the
projections pixels can be calculated using the linear equation which is derived from the
fitted curve (ft vs.fid) Fig. 7.14. Similarly the buildup equation establishes a relationship
between k t and jud as shown in Fig.7.12. So k t also varies with both the density and
thickness of the object. The scatter fraction k t is replaced by K, to account for variation
in scatter fraction pixel by pixel. The equation for the corrected transmission image can
be written as:
=

Eq. 7.15

Note in this equation that since F, and K, are functions of path length as estimated by
transmission measurement, solution of the equation is only possible using an iterative
process. This required an initial transmission estimate with refinement in subsequent
iterations. This iterative process is discussed further in chapter 9.
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Chapter 8
Determination of Spatial Window ( S W T) Aperture
8.1 Methodology
Using the AD AC Vertex camera two

Gd line sources are mounted on the gantry.

Both the line sources are enclosed in lead shields. The line source assembly contains a
shutter and slit. The slit design is to provide a narrow beam of gamma rays. The shutter
is opened only while acquiring a transmission image. With the shutter open photons
from the line source pass through a collimated opening and are detected by the
detectors. Upon completing the transmission image, the shutter closes to shield the line
source. The collimation of the source also reduces the radiation exposure to the staff.
There are two main functional components for the electronic hardware, one controls the
line source motion and the other is an electronic (spatial) collimation circuit.
The line source traverses the field of view in the Y- direction of the gamma camera.
The motion of the line source is controlled by a bi-directional stepper motor, which
drives the line source in the forward and reverse direction in the field of view. The
electronic collimation is achieved by monitoring Y-position signals and windowing the
corresponding Z signal (unblank) from the gamma camera. The electronic window is
moved in step with the transmission line source as it moves in the Y-direction. An
initial calibration is performed to measure the travel distance and start and stop position.
Once the calibration is complete software ensure that the window moves with the line
source.
In order to determine if a particular Z-signal is a transmission or emission event, Y
pulses from the camera are continuously compared with lower and upper limits through
a comparator. If the result of the comparison indicates that the signal falls between the
lower and upper limit then it is assumed to be a transmission event.
The line source is designed to perform simultaneous emission and transmission
tomography. In our method we used a 67Ga and 153Gd combination for the simultaneous
emission and transmission tomography. The photon flux from the collimated source
spans the field of view of each opposing detector.
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8.2 Experimental setup
Measurements were performed on an ADAC Vertex gamma camera (dual head)
with the medium energy collimator.

The detector was peaked for 140 keV (20%

window width) in air using a 130 MBq point source of " mTc in 5 ml syringe placed in
the syringe holder at 15 cm from the collimator face. A single planar projection of the
point source was acquired with the transmission photopeak energy window set to 140
keV (20% window width) without the

Gd source present. Total counts in the

transmission window were recorded. A further measurement was made with the same
point source of " mTc in the normal " mTc energy window (140 keV) without the
transmission source (

1c o

Gd) present and total counts in emission window recorded.

From these we can measure the proportion of the emission counts recorded in the
transmission spatial window.

8.3 Results and Discussion
To calculate the proportion of downscatter of " mTc counts recorded in the
transmission spatial window, ROIs were defined over the 140 keV (20% window width)
emission image recorded in the emission window and 140 keV (20% window width)
image recorded in the transmission window, Total counts were 432008 and 55406
respectively. The following method was used to calculate the spatial window width
(SW t) of the collimated line source:
The spatial window width (SW t):
Counts in 140 keV window using transmission mode
= _________ __________________________________
Counts in 140 keV window using emission mode

=0.13

That means 13% of the field of view is exposed by the transmission window at any
time. These results indicated that by using the collimated line source with a slit window
for transmission, the scattered photons could be reduced in the transmission window.
Since the cross talk is a function only of the spatial window width and the geometry of
the gamma camera it will be independent of the particular radionuclide used. To give
the proportion of spillover and downscatter of 67Ga counts recorded in the transmission
window, the estimated spillover fraction and downscatter fraction were multiplied by
0.13.
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Chapter 9
Validation of Transmission Data Correction
9.1 Methodology
The various parameters, scatter function (S), scatter fraction (kt), spillover fraction (ft)
and spatial window width (SW t) which are determined experimentally, allowed a
correction method to be developed for downscatter and spillover in the transmission
window based on the transmission measurement. Projection data of the upper energy
window (184 keV) are averaged using the geometric mean of opposing views and
convolved with a 2-dimensional biexponential scatter function. Each pixel in the
downscatter estimate is then scaled by a scatter fraction (Kt), which is determined by the
corresponding transmission value using the build up equation and iterative process. In
the same way spillover fraction (Ft) is determined by the corresponding transmission
value using the linear equation and iterative process. Then the estimated spillover and
downscatter fractions are subtracted from the contaminated transmission image to get
the corrected transmission image.
The method was validated for 67Ga/153Gd emission-transmission tomography by two
different phantom studies, one with constant density (rectangular phantom) and one
with variable density (anthropomorphic thorax phantom).

9.1.1 Experimental setup for rectangular phantom
Measurements were performed on a Vertex gamma camera (dual head) with the
medium energy collimator. The detector was peaked in air using a 210 MBq point
source of 67Ga in a 10 ml syringe and spillover was measured in the 105 keV window to
verify the window setting in a similar way as described in chapter 6 section 6.1.2. The
experimentally obtained value was 29.8%, which is quite close to the value 32.8% as
determined by the probability chart.
The reference scans were acquired before the phantom study. The reference scan
consists of two static images that are used to calculate the pT. These images represent
the blank scans (zero attenuation). The detectors were positioned in a 90-degree
position. The imaging table was removed and the line source of 153Gd was used to
acquire the reference scan in air using 105 keV (15% window width) with a 128 x 128
matrix size for 199 seconds each. After acquiring the reference scan the imaging table
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was replaced and the rectangular phantom (40.4 x 32.2 x 38.5 cm) placed on the table
and filled with water up to 35 cm. A transmission study was performed using the
collimated line source of 153Gd. Planar anterior and posterior images were acquired
using a 128x128 matrix size for three photopeak energy windows with centerlines
(width) of 90 keV (14%), 105 keV (15%) and 184 keV (20%). Images were acquired for
199 seconds each without any activity of

Ga present in the phantom to get the true

transmission scan for comparison with the corrected transmission scan. Without moving
the phantom from its position, a point source in a 10 ml syringe having 210 MBq of
67Ga in 10 ml solution was placed in the syringe holder of the phantom at 15 cm
distances from the camera head (detector). A simultaneous emission and transmission
scan was performed using the 67Ga/153Gd and planar anterior and posterior images were
acquired using a 128x128 matrix size for three photopeak energy windows with
centerlines (width) of 90 keV (14%), 105 keV (15%) and 184 keV (20%) for 199
seconds each.

9A. 2 Experimental setup fo r anthropomorphic thorax phantom
The second experiment was performed by using the anthropomorphic thorax
phantom to validate the various parameters for scatter function (S), scatter fraction (kt),
spillover fraction (f,) and spatial window width (SWT) for a more realistic situation. The
phantom is elliptical and contains lung shapes filled with polystyrene beads suspended
in water, providing a density similar to the lung as well as liver placed anteriorly.
Measurements were performed on a Vertex gamma camera (dual head) with the
medium energy collimator. The detector was peaked in air using 110 MBq point source
of 67Ga in 20 ml syringe and spillover was measured in the 105 keV window to verify
the window setting in a similar way as described in chapter 6 section 6.1.2. The
experimentally obtained value was 30%, which is quite close to the value 32.8% as
determined by the probability chart. The reference scans were acquired before the
phantom study as described in the last section. A transmission study was performed
using the collimated line source of 153Gd. Planar anterior and posterior images were
acquired using a 128x128 matrix size for three photopeak energy windows with
centerlines and widths of 90 keV 14%, 105 keV 15% and 184 keV 20%. The true
transmission scan was acquired for comparison with the corrected transmission scan in
the same way as described in the last section. Before removing the phantom its position
was carefully marked on the patient couch so it could be accurately repositioned. Two
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syringes (20 ml) having 50 MBq and 110 MBq o f67Ga in 15 ml solution were placed in
lung and liver of the phantom respectively. The phantom was repositioned on the
imaging table. A simultaneous emission and transmission scan was performed using the
Ga/

Gd. Planar anterior and posterior images were acquired using a 128x128 matrix

size for three photopeak energy windows with centerlines and widths of 90 keV 14%,
105 keV 15% and 184 keV 20%for 199 seconds each.

9.1.3 Analysis method (for anthropomorphic and rectangular phantoms)
Simultaneous emission and transmission images (anterior and posterior) for
rectangular phantom and thorax phantom i.e. 90 keV (14% window width),
105keV(15% window width) and 184 keV (20% width) were separated using an image
manipulation program in the manual processing protocol of the ADAC computer.
Opposing views of images were averaged using geometric mean. The A=49.22, b—1.56,
c=0.12 were used to construct the two dimensional kernel to convolve the upper energy
window image (184 keV).

The convolution kernel preserves the total counts by

norm alizing the S (scatter function) to unity. To determine the kt and f t, pT was

calculated at every point in the image by dividing the blank scan (performed without
phantom in the field i.e. in air) by GM of anterior and posterior views of the
transmission scan (image in 105 keV window obtained from the line source with
phantom) and then taking the natural logarithm. The values of pT were used in linear (Ft
= 0.20244-0.023349(pT/2)) and build up equations (Kt= 1. -(1. /(3.9-3.0(exp (-pT
/2))A0.148))) derived from Fig. 7.14 and Fig. 7.12 to reconstruct the two dimensional
matrix o fF , and Kt respectively.
A better approximation of K\ and Ft can be achieved by iterating through the
spillover and downscatter correction algorithm with the transmission image.
In this process some initial values of k, (0.020) and/, (0.020) were used to reconstruct
the two dimensional matrix of K, and F, to start the process. The initial value of F, is
used to scale the GM image of 90 keV to give the initial spillover estimation in the
transmission window. This initial spillover estimation is subtracted from the GM
contaminated (uncorrected) transmission images (105 keV). The spillover-corrected
transmission image is filtered with a two dimensional median filter to remove the
extraneous counts in the image. The initial value of K, is used to scale the convolved
GM image of the upper energy window

(184 keV) to give the initial downscatter

estimation in the transmission window. This initial downscatter estimation is subtracted
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from the spillover-corrected transmission image.

It gives a new estimation of tie

corrected transmission image. This corrected transmission image is used to recalculate a
new updated /uT. This updated ¡aT is then used to give new updated K, and F, values
using the buildup equation and linear equation respectively and scaled by 0.13 (SWt).
The scaled updated values of K, are filtered using two a dimensional median filter to
smooth the small irregularities in Kt. These scaled, updated values of Kt (filtered) and Ft
are used to give further updates of the corrected transmission image. This process is
repeated iteratively. To determine when to stop the iteration we calculate the mean
square difference between the uncontaminated (true) transmission scan (obtained by
using the

Gd line source through the phantom without any source present in the

phantom) and the corrected transmission scan after every iteration. The process
continues until the difference becomes minimum. In the whole process the scatter
function remains invariant, since the invariance of the scatter function is a requirement
for using stationary convolution i.e. the convolved image does not change. The steps in
the whole process of iteration are explained diagrammatically in Fig. 9.1 and the
program is shown in appendix C.
Spillover and downscatter correction in the lung and liver region of the contaminated
(uncorrected) transmission image of the thorax phantom was also performed using fixed
values of/ , and kt at every point in the two dimensional matrix of F, and Kt respectively.
The fixed values of f and k, were estimated from Fig. 7.14 and 7.12 respectively using
the jud value calculated by dividing the mean counts of the blank scan by mean counts
for GM of anterior and posterior views of the transmission image.
Start with constant
Ft & K(

T «corrected
Transmission (g0)

Estimated downscatter &
spillover
Subtract estimate using Ft and K t

5
Corrected
Transmission
Estimate
Calculate pointspecific
F t & K,
Compare with Reference
gt

Figure 9.1 Shcematic diagram of iterative process
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9.2 Results and Discussion

9.2A. Rectangular phantom
Results for the rectangular phantom are shown in the Fig. 9.2 and Table 9.1. The
results were assessed by defining ROI over the contaminated region of uncorrected
transmission scan. This ROI were applied to the uncorrected, corrected and the trie
transmission scan and the mean counts recorded and compared as shown in Table 9.1.
From the results it is observed that when no spillover and downscatter correction was
performed in the transmission scan the mean counts in the contaminated region was
13.20. After applying the transmission based

spillover correction and downscatter

correction the mean counts reduced to 2.57 in the contaminated region of the
transmission scan which is close to the mean counts 0.85 in the true transmission scan
(scan obtained by line source without

Ga source present). Therefore using the

transmission based correction methods for spillover and downscatter in the uncorrected
transmission scan, the quantitative error was reduced by 86.0 % in the corrected
transmission scan. The results were also assessed by examining the count profiles
through the uncorrected, corrected and true transmission scans as shown in the Fig.9.2.
Before the correction there is significant difference between the profiles of uncorrected
and true transmission scans. But after performing the transmission based downscatter
and spillover corrections in the uncorrected transmission scan the profiles through the
contaminated region of the corrected transmission scan and same region of true
transmission scan stowed good agreement. Furthermore it is evident from Table 9.2 and
Fig. 9.3 that the mean squared difference (MSD) between the corrected and true
transmission images became almost stable after four iterations. This suggests that there
was no significant change in the Kt and F, values beyond four iterations.
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Table 9.1 Quantitative accuracy using transmission based downscatter &
spillover corrections in the rectangular phantom

I

Region

Before correction

After correction

True

Mean counts

13.20

2.57

0.85

Error reduction in corrected transmission images 86%

Uncorrected transmission image

Corrected transmission image

Uncorrected
C. iso
'P
Corrected!
o
U
True \
\

True transmission image

Distance (Pixels)

Figure 9.2 Comparison between uncorrected, corrected and
true transmission scans (rectangular phantom)
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Table 9.2 MSD between corrected and true transmission image with 10 iterations
for the rectangular phantom
No of Iterations

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

MSD

95.1

13.3

9.4

8.8

8.7

8.7

8.7

8.7

8.7

8.7

Figure 9.3 MSD between corrected and true transmission image with 10 iterations
(rectangular phantom)
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9.2,2 Anthropomorphic thorax phantom
The thorax phantom experiments aimed to assess the transmission-based correction
method in a more realistic imaging situation.
The results are shown in the Table 9.3 and Fig. 9.4 and 9.5. The results were assessed
by defining two ROIs over the contaminated region of lung and liver in the uncorrected
transmission scan. These ROIs were applied to the uncorrected, corrected and the true
transmission scans and the mean counts were recorded as shown in Table 9.3. It was
observed from the mean counts that where no spillover and downscatter correction has
been performed in liver and lung of the transmission scan (uncorrected) the mean counts
were 19.29 and 26.90 respectively. After applying the transmission based spillover and
downscatter corrections the mean counts reduced to 3.80 and 15.10 in liver and lung
respectively. These mean counts are close to mean counts of liver 2.15 and lung 14.89
of the true transmission scan. Therefore using the transmission based correction
methods for spillover and downscatter in the uncorrected transmission scan, the
quantitative error was reduced by 90.0% and 98.2% in liver and lung regions
respectively. Results are shown in Table 9.3. The results were also assessed by
examining the count profiles through lungs and liver of the uncorrected, corrected and
true transmission scans as shown in the Fig. 9.4 and 9.5. Before the correction there is
significant difference between the profiles of both liver and lungs of uncorrected and
true transmission scans. After performing the transmission based downscatter and
spillover corrections the profiles through the liver and lungs of the corrected
transmission scan and true transmission scan showed excellent agreement. The results
for the thorax phantom demonstrate the importance of using transmission data for
accurate downscatter and spillover correction in the transmission window. The average
downscatter and spillover fractions vary considerably from subject to subject and are
difficult to correct without transmission data. Furthermore, the graphs of spillover
fraction f ) vs. pd and scatter fraction <ct) vs. pd as shown in Fig. 7.14 and 7.12
respectively show that it is inappropriate to use a constant spillover fraction and
downscatter fraction when the object has non-uniform density.
between pd, f

The relationship

and k, for this combination of radionuclides (67Ga/153Gd) can be

established and used to implement transmission-based spillover and downscatter
correction, which takes into account the effect of variable tissue density and the object
thickness on the spillover and downscatter distribution.
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The results obtained from the thorax phantom are similar to those obtained with the
rectangular phantom i.e. MSD between the corrected and true transmission images in
the region of liver became almost stable and there were no significant changes in Kt and
F t values after four iterations. Results are shown in Table 9.4, and Fig. 9.6. The MSD
between corrected and true transmission images in the region of lung reaches a
minimum after one iteration and then again increased and stabilised after the second
iteration as shown in Table 9.5 and Fig. 9.7.

Table 9.3 Quantitative accuracy using transmission based downscatter &
spillover corrections in the anthropomorphic thorax phantom
Before correction

After correction

True

(Mean counts)

(Mean counts)

(Mean counts)

Lung

26.90

15.10

14.90

Liver

19.29

3.80

2.15

Region

Error reduction in corrected transmission scan Lung = 98.2 %
Liver = 90.0 %
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Figure 9.4 Comparison between uncorrected, corrected and true
transmission scans (liver) for the anthropomorphic thorax
phantom

U n corrected tran sm ission im a g e

C orrected tr a n sm issio n im age

True tr a n sm issio n im age

Lung
J
White = Uncorrected
Yellow = Corrected
Red = True

Distance (pixels)

Figure 9.5 Comparison between uncorrected, corrected and
true transmission scans (lung) for the anthropomorphic thorax
phantom
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Table 9.4 MSD in between corrected and true transm ission image with 10
iterations (liver) for the antropomorphic thorax phantom
No of Iterations

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

MSD

79.8

10.9

8.3

8.0

7.9

7.9

7.9

7.9

7.9

7.9

Figure 9.6 MSD between corrected and true transmission image with 10 iterations
(liver) for the anthropomorphic thorax phantom
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Table 9.5 MSD in between corrected and true transmission image with 10
iterations (lung) for the anthropomorphic thorax phantom
No of Iterations

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

MSD

28

14

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

Figure 9.7 MSD between corrected and true transmission image with 10 iterations
(lung) for the anthropomorphic thorax phantom
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The effectiveness of the transmission based estimation of the f t and kt compared to
the use of fixed values for f t and kt was evaluated. ROIs were defined and applied using
the same method as described previously in this section. The mean counts of different
regions were recorded and compared. The results are shown in Table 9.6 It was
observed from the results that there is minimal difference between the reduction in
quantitative error in the lung region i.e. 98.6% and 98.2% using fixed and varying
values of f and kt respectively.

However in the liver region the reduction of the

quantitative error was 4% larger (90%) using the varying values of /, and kt compared
with the fixed values (86%).

Table 9.6 Quantitative accuracy using fixed and varying/ and kt

Region

Before
correction
(Mean counts)

After
correction
(fixed ft and kt)
(Mean counts)

After correction
(varying / and kt)
(Mean counts)

True
transmission
(Mean counts)

Lung

26.90

15.07

15.10

14.90

Liver

19.29

4.86

3.80

2.15

Error reduction using fixed / and k(Lung = 98.6% Liver - 86%
Error reduction using varying / and kt

Lung = 98.2% Liver - 90%

The use of transmission measurements to estimate the spatially varying downscatter
fraction and spill over fraction improved the accuracy of the convolution in the liver
region. Both fixed and varying / and kt provided similarly good correction in the lung.
It should be noted that the choices of fixed values were still based on measurement and
therefore relatively small errors were found. Use of fixed values independent of source
location and patient size might be expected to result in larger errors.
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Chapter 10
Validation of SPECT Attenuation Correction
10.1 Anthropomorphic thorax phantom

10.1.1 Experimental setup
Measurements were performed on a Vertex gamma camera (dual head) with the
medium energy collimator. The detectors were peaked in air using 63 MBq point source
of Ga in 50 ml syringe and spillover was measured in the 105 keV window to verify
the window setting in the similar way as described in the chapter 6 section 6.1.2. The
experimentally obtained value was 31%, which is quite close to the value 32.8% as
determined by probability chart.
The reference scans were acquired before the phantom study. The imaging table was
removed and line sources of 153Gd used to acquire the reference scan in air using 105
keV (15% width) and 64 x 64 matrix for 120 second each. After acquiring the reference
scan the imaging table was replaced. Two syringes (50 ml) having 60 MBq and 63
MBq of 67Ga in 18 ml solution (to form a distributed source) were placed in lung and
liver of the phantom respectively and the remainder of the phantom (excluding the lungs
and liver) was filled with water containing 18.50 MBq of 67Ga. The phantom was placed
on the table. A simultaneous emission and transmission study was performed using
67Ga/153Gd. A 360° circular orbit was used and data were acquired at 64 projections
using 64 x 64 matrix size with 9.4 mm pixel size for three photopeak energy windows
with centerlines (width) of 90 keV (14%), 105 keV (15%) and 184 keV (20%) for 120
second each to acquire enough counts in order to maintain statistical accuracy. Before
removing the phantom, its position was carefully marked on the patient couch so it
could be accurately repositioned. After allowing the activity in the phantom to decay
over 44 days, the phantom was repositioned on he imaging table to get the true
transmission scan for comparison with the corrected transmission scan. The same
protocol was used to acquire the transmission study in 105 keV (15% width) window as
used to acquire the simultaneous emission and transmission study.
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10.1.2 Analysis o f data
The simultaneous acquired emission and transmission projections for 90 keV (14%
width), 105keV(15% width) and 184 keV (20% width) were separated using the image
manipulation program in the manual processing protocol of the AD AC Vertex gamma
camera computer. Opposing views were averaged using the geometric mean. The GM
projections of transmission images were corrected for spillover and down scatter using
the method as described in chapter 9, section 9.1.3.
Taking the natural logarithm of the ratio of the blank to the transmission projections
formed transmission projections of attenuation coefficients. The attenuation coefficients
were expressed as y per centimeter x 1000 on the reconstruction. The transformation is
applied to projections of attenuation coefficient (transmission image) before
reconstruction of the transmission map. The scaled transmission projections are given
by:

P = M — ) X — X 0 74X
t
P
grrt
n
.

X I000cm

-

SF

-1
Eq. 10.1

P

where gb = blank scan (transmission scan in air)
g t = corrected transmission projection
P„ = no of projections
SFP (scaling factor in cm/pixel) =: 0.582 x 1024/ matrix size = 0.94 cm for
64x64 matrix, where 0.582 is a pixel calibration factor for the ADAC
camera
0.74 is value required to change 100 keV ft values to combined energy (90keV + 184
keV) n value of 67Ga (as described in section 6.1.4). Since the attenuation coefficients
are energy dependent, it was necessary to scale the attenuation coefficient for the 100
keV energy of 153Gd to the coefficient for the energy of 67Ga. This was based on the
assumption that the coefficient varies linearly with energy. Multiplication by 1000 is to
scale the attenuation coefficient (for purpose of display, so as to use integer values).
After scaling, he GM projections of attenuation coefficients were filtered with a
median filter and then reconstructed using ordered subset-expectation maximization
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(OS-EM) with 8 subsets of projections. We used two iterations of the OS-EM algorithm
to reconstruct the projections of attenuation coefficients1. After reconstruction, the
attenuation map was filtered with a median filter to remove any extraneous high counts
from the reconstructed transmission map. This reconstructed attenuation map with 64
slices was then used for attenuation correction of combined emission projection sets of
90 keV and 184 keV windows. The combined emission projection sets were
reconstructed incorporating the attenuation maps using OS-EM with one iteration for 16
subsets of projections. After reconstruction of the emission projections these were also
filtered with a median filter to remove any extraneous counts from the reconstructed
emission images. The contribution of scatter in the emission image was not considered.

10.1.3 Results and Discussion
The results are assessed by comparing the image profiles through the reconstructed
uncontaminated (true), contaminated (uncorrected) and corrected attenuation maps
(transmission maps). The results are also assessed by examining the image profiles of
emission images reconstructed with uncontaminated, contaminated and corrected
attenuation maps. Results are shown in Fig. 10.1, 10.2, 10.3 and 10.4. The uncorrected
transmission map shows large underestimation at the non-lung region of the phantom
compared to the true transmission map, which is improved considerably after correction
for the spillover and downscatter. The difference between corrected and true
transmission maps becomes a minimum as shown in Fig. 10.1 and 10.2.

The

contaminated transmission map shows slight underestimation in the lung region
compared to the corrected transmission map (Fig. 10.1). We suspect this is due to the
scatter from the surrounding activity in the lung. This causes an apparent increase in
transmitted photons through the lung resulting in the lower reconstructed ji values in the
lung region The corrected transmission map shows some overestimation in the lung
region compared to the true transmission map. This may be due to some activity still
remaining in the lung region and other areas of the phantom, even after allowing the
activity in the phantom to decay over 44 days. Further the emission projections were
reconstructed using the contaminated, corrected and true transmission maps and results

1 Usine OS-EM to reconstruct the non-poisson transmission data is not correct but we assume the
resulting error minor compared to the downscatter and spillover correction

are shown in Fig. 10.3 and 10.4. The image on the top was reconstructed with the true
transmission map, the middle image was reconstructed with corrected transmission map
and the image on the bottom was reconstructed with the contaminated attenuation map.
Each image has the corresponding count profiles through the lung and liver along the
line indicated. The counts were reduced in the lung and liver region of the emission
image reconstructed with the contaminated transmission map. After reconstruction with
the corrected attenuation map the counts are significantly increased in the lung and liver
region of the emission image and it is very close to that of a reconstruction based on an
uncontaminated transmission map (true transmission map).
These results indicate that after compensation for spillover and downscatter in the
transmission map there is an improvement in the emission image quality as compared to
no compensation. These results also show that the jn values have increased in the
corrected transmission map compared to the contaminated transmission map.
The quantitative accuracy was investigated further by comparing the relative activity
concentrations in the reconstructed images and original phantom. Maximum counts in a
ROI drawn on the reconstructed emission data near the centre (to avoid partial volume
effects) of the relevant lesion in lung and liver were divided by mean background counts
obtained from a heart ROI. This value was then compared with the same value derived
from the activities (MBq/ml) in the original phantom. The quantitative error for the
lung/background ratio was -8.0 % and for the liver/background ratio it was -11.3 %
compared to the activity ratio in the phantom as shown in Table 10.1. The count ratio of
lung and liver of the emission image (reconstructed with true transmission map) was
further compared with the ratio of maximum counts of lung and liver to the background
mean counts of emission images reconstructed with corrected and contaminated
transmission map. The results are given in the Table. 10.2. In the lung and liver regions,
the % error relative to the emission images reconstructed with true transmission map
were +6.8 % and -8.0 % for the emission images reconstructed with corrected
transmission map compared to -35.0 % and -54.0 % for emission images reconstructed
with contaminated transmission map (uncorrected) respectively. These results show that
there is an improvement in the quantitative accuracy after the attenuation correction
with the corrected transmission map. Better accuracy in the attenuation at each pixel in
the transmission image can be achieved by combining the iterative process with the
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estimated ¡id to estimate the downscatter and spillover fractions at each pixel in the
transmission image.

Lung Region

Corrected
Uncontaminated T ra n sm issio n Map
Uncontaminated

Corrected Transm ission Map

Contaminated

Uncorrected Transm ission Map

Distance (nixels)

Figure 10.1 Comparisons of reconstructed uncontaminated (true) attenuation map
with corrected and contaminated attenuation map for the
anthropomorphic thorax phantom (lungs)
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Figure 10.2 Comparisons of reconstructed uncontaminated (true) attenuation map
with corrected and contaminated attenuation map for the
anthropomorphic thorax phantom (liver)
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Figure 10.3 Comparisons of reconstructed emission images with uncontaminated,
corrected and contaminated attenuation map (lung region) for the
anthropomorphic thorax phantom
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Liver region

L5x1û5

Uncontaminated
R econs.em ission image with Uncon T.Map

*

orrected
1-0x1 o5

Recons.em ission image with Correc.T.Map

5,0x1 o4

Contaminated

R econs.em ission image with Con.T.Map

20

40

Distance (pixels)

Figure 10.4 Comparisons of reconstructed emission images with uncontaminated,
corrected and contaminated attenuation map (liver region) for the
anthropomorphic thorax phantom
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Table lO.lComparison of quantitative accuracy using region vs. background
counts ratio of reconstructed emission image using true transmission
map with activity ratio ( anthropomorphic thorax phantom)

Lung region

Liver region

Actual

Measured

%Error

Actual

Measured

%Error

215.0

198.0

-8.0

238.0

211.0

-11.3

Actual = Phantom activity ratio (activity in region/activity in background)
Measured = Region/Background counts ratio in emission images reconstructed
with true transmission map

Tablel0.2 Comparison of quantitative accuracy of the emission images
reconstructed with true, corrected and contaminated transmission map
( anthropomorphic thorax phantom)

Lung region (counts)

Liver region (counts)

T.T. Map

U. T. Map

%Error

T. T. Map

U. T. Map

%Error

198.0

128.0

-35.0

211.0

97.0

-54.0

T.T. Map

C. T. Map

%Error

T. T. Map

C. T. Map

%Error

198.0

211.5

+6.8

211.0

194.0

-8.0

T. T. Map = true transmission map (uncontaminated transmission map)
C. T. Map = corrected transmission map
U. T. Map = uncorrected transmission map
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10.2 Human study

10.2.1 Data acquisition
The spillover was estimated similarly as described in chapter 6 section 6.1.2 using a
315 MBq of 67Ga. It was 29%, which is near to the 32.8, which is determined by
probability chart.
A SPECT study was performed on a 40-year-old male patient suffering from
Hodgkin’s disease. The purpose of the study is to demonstrate the transmission based
correction method in a clinical study. The patient was injected with 315 MBq of 67Ga
72-hrs prior to the scan being performed.
Measurements were performed on a Vertex gamma camera (dual head) with medium
energy collimator. The references were acquired using a 64 x 64 matrix for 121 seconds
each. The patient was positioned on the imaging table. A 360 degree study for
simultaneous emission and transmission was acquired using a noncircular orbit with 64
projections and 39 sec per projection. The acquisition matrix was 64 x 64 with a 9.4 mm
pixel size. Simultaneous emission and transmission data were collected in three energy
window centered around 90 keV (14% width), 105 keV (15% width) and 184 keV (20%
width).

10.2.2 Analysis o f data
Simultaneous acquired emission and transmission projections for 90 keV (14%
width), 105keV (15% width) and 184 keV (20% width) were separated. It was observed
that when a 360 degree non-circular orbit acquisition was performed in dual head
ADAC Vertex camera, the transmission data were not aligned with the emission data
because both the gantry and table moves during the acquisition. As a result the center of
the object did not remain aligned with the center of the transmission source. We used an
IDL program (see appendix B) to shift the pixels of the transmission projections to align
with the emission data and we aligned copies of the blank scans with the same shift. The
conjugate views of images were averaged using geometric mean. The GM projections
of the transmission image were corrected for spillover and downscatter using the same
method described in chapter 9 section 9.1.3.
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The blank scan projections were normalised to the same counting time for
transmission projections. Corrected transmission projections were converted to
projections of linear attenuation coefficients by taking the natural logarithm of the ratio
of the blank projection to the transmission projection. Attenuation coefficient
projections are scaled in a similar way as the anthropomorphic phantom projection
described in section 10.1.2 before the reconstruction of the attenuation coefficient map.
After scaling the GM projections of attenuation coefficients were filtered and
reconstructed using the iterative algorithm in the same way as described in section
10. 1. 2.

10.23 Results and Discussion
The results are assessed by comparing the image profile through the reconstructed
contaminated and corrected attenuation map (transmission map). The results are also
assessed by examining the image profiles of reconstructed emission images with
contaminated, corrected attenuation map and without attenuation correction. The normal
distribution of the 67Ga is in the liver, spleen, bone marrow and bone; the lungs do not
take it up. Therefore we defined the image profile on the liver to compare the
reconstructed emission image with contaminated, corrected attenuation map and without
correction. Results are shown in Fig. 10.5, 10.6 and 10.7. The contaminated
transmission map shows large underestimation at the non-lung region of the phantom
compared to the corrected transmission map as shown in Fig. 10.5 and 10.6. The
contaminated transmission map shows slight underestimation in the lung region
compared to the corrected transmission map as shown in Fig. 10.5, the reason may be
the same as described in the result and discussion section (10.1.3) of the phantom
experiments. The \i values were increased in the corrected transmission map after the
correction for spillover and downscatter in the contaminated transmission map. Further
the emission projections were reconstructed using the contaminated and corrected
transmission maps and also reconstructed without attenuation correction with results
shown in Fig. 10.7. The image on the top was reconstructed with the corrected
transmission map, the middle image was reconstructed with contaminated transmission
map and the image on the bottom was reconstructed without attenuation correction.
Shown in the Fig. 10.7, each image has the corresponding count profiles through the
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liver along the line indicated. Without attenuation correction the counts were
appreciably reduced in the liver. After attenuation correction with contaminated
attenuation map the counts are increased in the region but still they are less then the
emission image reconstructed with the corrected transmission map. Attenuation
correction of the emission data using the corrected transmission map resulted in
increased liver counts and increased contrast between liver and surrounding tissue
compared to use of a contaminated transmission map and no attenuation correction (Fig.
10.7). The lungs are more visible in the attenuation corrected reconstructed emission
image with the corrected transmission map compared with the reconstructed emission
images with contaminated transmission map and without attenuation correction.
The results of the volunteer study demonstrate the importance of correcting the
transmission data in order to optimise the reconstruction.

Figure 10.5 Comparisons of reconstructed contaminated attenuation map with
corrected attenuation map for the human volunteer (lungs)
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Liver region

Corrected

orrected T ransm ission Map

Contaminated T ra n sm ission Map

Contaminated

Distance (pixels)

Figure 10.6 Comparisons of contaminated attenuation map with corrected
attenuation map for the human volunteer (liver)
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Figurel0.7 Comparison of reconstructed emission images for the human
volunteer (liver) obtained using a corrected attenuation map,
contaminated attenuation map, and no attenuation map
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Chapter 11
Conclusion and Future Work
11.1 Conclusion
This thesis has presented details of a method for attenuation correction of multi
energy radionuclides using simultaneous emission and transmission tomography
(SETT) with emphasis on the correction necessary for downscatter and spillover.
In order to tackle this problem a correction approach was developed, which had several
novel features. The main achievements of the project can be summarised as follows:
•

A method was developed that involved correction for both downscatter and
spillover using transmission dependent correction, necessitating an iterative
approach.

•

Previous work on transmission dependent scatter correction was adapted for
correction of the downscatter, with the added complication that spillover had to
be simultaneously determined.

•

Parameters for the downscatter /spillover were determined by an optimization
procedure.

•

The correction procedure was evaluated as applied to simultaneous emission and
transmission tomography acquisition in both phantom and patient studies.

The chapters of this thesis address the following aspects of the study:
The radionuclides investigated were 67Ga and 153Gd used as an emission and
transmission source respectively.
Due to limitation in the number of available energy windows with the available
hardware, we used three windows for simultaneous emission and transmission
tomography, two for emission i.e. 67Ga (93.5 and 184 keV) and one for transmission i.e.
153Gd (lOOkeV). There were significant number of photons detected in the 100 keV
153Gd window while performing the simultaneous emission and transmission imaging
due to the spillover and downscatter from 90 keV and 184 keV energy windows
respectively.
In order to reduced the spillover in the transmission window without losing a
significant number of emission photons of 93 keV in the emission window and
transmission photons of 100 keV in the transmission window, we optimised the window
setting for asymmetric windows of 90 keV (14% width) and 105 keV (15% width) for
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simultaneous emission and transmission tomography (^Ga /153Gd). It was noted that a
slight shift in the photopeak changes the spillover significantly, so it is necessary to
measure the spillover in air before performing the simultaneous emission and
transmission tomography (Chapter 5).
Since the reconstructed attenuation coefficients are energy dependent a relationship
between the jj. values measured by 67Ga (broad beam) and 153Gd (narrow beam) was
established. The ¡d values scale linearly between the 67Ga and 153Gd when performing
the attenuation correction using a transmission source of 153Gd (Chapter 6).
For a particular object thickness depth dependence in the prediction of downscatter
and spillover has been minimised by the use of geometric mean projections (chapter 6).
These geometric mean data were used to estimate the spillover fraction, downscatter
and scatter distribution in the transmission window. The downhill simplex method was
used to estimate the scatter fraction (&,), spillover fraction (ft) and scatter function (A, b,
c) parameters. The main feature of this work is that we estimated all five parameters
simultaneously while earlier workers determined only two or three parameters. The
optimisation program gives a good fit to estimate all five parameters, although care had
to be taken to obtain stable results. In order to obtain the most acceptable values we
used an iterative process and compared the measured spillover and downscatter in
transmission window (without transmission photons present) with the estimated values.
Optimal values of the various parameters were obtained by minimizing the difference
between measured and estimated count distributions. The variation and dependency of
kt and f t on one another for different thickness and density of materials reduced when
three parameters viz. A, b and c were fixed in comparison to when all 5 parameters were
simultaneously. From the experiments it was observed that spillover (ft) and
downscatter (y did not remain constant but varied with the density and size of the
object, they were therefore treated as position-dependent variables. We established the
relationship between the kh f and jud (the product of attenuation coefficient and object
thickness) (chapter 7).
To account for the variation in the k, an d /, with the density and thickness of the
object we introduced F, and Kt for spillover and downscatter respectively, which are the
sets of f and k, for the projection pixels. The F, and K, were determined by using the
transmission data and an iterative process. The Kt and F( were scaled by a factor 0.13 to
account for spatial window width before the subtraction of spillover and downscatter
from the contaminated transmission images. The spatial window width is determined to
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calculate the actual proportion of spillover and downscatter fraction in the transmission
window due to the collimation of the line sources (153Gd) (Chapter 8). The corrected
transmission images obtained after the subtraction of spillover and downscatter fraction
from

the

contaminated

transmission

image

was

compared

with

the

true

(uncontaminated) and uncorrected transmission (contaminated) images. We observed
that, the quantitative error was reduced by 86.0% in the corrected transmission image
(rectangular phantom) and 98.2 % (lung) and 90.0% (liver) for the thorax phantom. So
using the transmission based scatter correction method the quantitative error in the
contaminated transmission image can be reduced considerably. It was also found from
experiments that four iterations were required to obtain an adequate correction (chapter
9).
The method was further validated in the reconstruction of corrected attenuation maps
using an anthropomorphic phantom. This corrected attenuation map was scaled to take
into account the difference in photon energies of the two radionuclides and used to
reconstruct the combined emission images (90 + 184 keV) using the OS-EM algorithm.
The emission images reconstructed with corrected and uncorrected transmission
maps were compared with the emission images reconstructed with the true attenuation
map. The quantitative errors observed in the emission images reconstructed with the
corrected transmission map were +6.8 % and -8.0 % in the lung and liver respectively.
The emission image reconstructed with uncorrected transmission map had a quantitative
error of -35.4% in the lung and -54.0 % in the liver. All error values are relative to the
emission images reconstructed with tme transmission map (chapter 10).
The method was also validated in the ©construction of emission images using a
corrected transmission map in a human volunteer. By performing the attenuation
correction with the corrected transmission map in emission images the visualisation and
contrast of the liver and surrounding tissue increased compared to attenuation correction
with contaminated transmission map and no attenuation correction (chapterlO).
The conclusion that were drawn from the study were:
•

It is evident from the studies that the scatter function is independent of thickness and
density of the object and therefore the scatter distribution, neglecting edge effects,
can be performed as a space-invariant convolution.

.

A relationship between spillover, downscatter and attenuation coefficient was
established. This permitted transmission-based correction for spillover and
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downscatter to be implemented, which takes into account the effect of variable
tissue density on the spillover and downscatter distribution.
•

The iterative approach to estimate the spillover and downscatter using the
transmission data provided improvement after four iterations.

•

In the phantom study the emission images were corrected for photon attenuation
using corrected transmission map, scaled to take into account the difference in
photon energies of the two radionuclides. Corrected transmission data improve the
contrast and quantitative accuracy of the emission images.

•

In the clinical study the emission images were corrected for photon attenuation
using a corrected transmission map. Use of the corrected transmission data improves
the contrast and visualisation.

11.2 Future work
Some further work to extend the investigations and validate the proposed correction
method is warranted.
Repositioning of the thorax phantom in the same position is difficult. Therefore, the
phantom should be redesigned in such a way that the study with and without activity in
the phantom can be performed without moving the phantom from its position. This can
be done using a tube to insert the activity in the source holder in the phantom from the
outside.
The spillover in the transmission window varies with the thickness and density of the
object. This may be due to the Compton scatter and downscatter from the higher energy
window present in the lower energy window (90 keV) of 67Ga. Therefore a separate
scatter correction is needed in the 90 keV window in order to reduce the variation in the
spillover.
The methods developed in this thesis have direct application in clinical emission
tomography. Therefore, to further validate this method, correction needs to be
performed in a large group of patients.
With the present system (ADAC Vertex camera) multi-energy windows can not be
selected in order to estimate the spillover and downscatter separately in the transmission
window. Monte Carlo simulation can be used to further investigate the contribution of
spillover and downscatter without this constraint.
Finally, he methodology could be extended for use with other multiple energy
emitters or dual radionuclide studies (e.g.

In).
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Appendix A
Optimisation program to determ ine the scatter function, spillover fraction
and scatter fraction for different materials.
(This program written as part of thesis work)
Author: Subhash Chand Kheruka, Dept
of Nuclear Medicine, Westmead
Hospital, Sydney, Australia
pro source9 ,a ,e ,f ,j
files= strarr(4)
a= fltarr(128,128)
f i l e s (0)='-/184c_2 0%_2 0cml9marwater.dat'
files (1)='-/184c_20%_20cml9marprespex.dat'
files(2)='~/184c_2 0%_2 0cml9marpaper.dat'
f i l e s (3)=' ~/184c_2 0%_20cml9marcork.dat'
o p e n r ,1,files(j )
readu,1,a
c l o s e ,1
e = fltarr(128,128)
files = strarr (4)
f i l e s (0)=1~/105c_15%_20cml9marwater.dat'
f i l e s (1) = '~/105c_15%_20cml9marprespex.dat'
files (2) = '~/105c_15%_20cml9marpaper.dat'
files (3) = '- /105c_15%_20cml9marcork.d a t 1
f= fltarr(128,128)
open r , 1, files (j)
r e a d u ,1,e
c l o s e ,1
f= fltarr(128,128)
files= strarr(4)
files (0) = '~/9 0c_14%_20cml9marwater.dat'
files (1) = '~/90c_14%_20cml9marprespex.dat'
f i l e s (2)='~/90c_14%_20cml9marpaper.d a t '
files (3) = '~/90c_14%_20cml9marcork.d a t '
open r , 1, files (j)
r eadu,1,f
c l o s e ,1
end

; Determination of scatter function, spillover fraction and scatter fraction
function scat9,p
common scat9_xyzi,a ,e ,f ,j
P r i n t , 'p : ' p
d= fltarr(208,208)
d [40 :167,40:167] =a
q=pk2(p,79)
c= convol(d, q, total (q))*P [0]
C= c [40:167,40:167]
g= e-f* p[l]
result=uk3(g, c)
plot, c (*/64 )
o p l o t , g(*,64)
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return, result
print, j
end

; Optimisation program
pro correcsub22d,c
common scat9_xyzi ,a ,e ,f ,j
for j=0,3 do begin
s o u r c e 9 ,a,e,f,j
r=amoeba (function_name= 'scat 9 ' ,1.0e5 ,scale= [.l,.l,.l,.l,.l], p= [.1, .1, $
49.,1. , .11] ,function_value= fva l )
print, r [0] ,r [1] ,r [2] ,r [3] ,r [4]
p= [r [0 ] ,r [1] ,r [2] ,r [3] ,r[4]]
d= f l t a r r (208,208)
d[40:167,40:167] =a
q=pk2 (p,79)
c= convol(d, q, total(q))* p [0]
f r= c
print, 'c:', total(fr)
C = C [40:167,40 :167]
g= e-f* p [1]
result=uk3 (g, c)
print, 'a:', total(a)
print, 'g:', total(g)
print, ' fr:', total(c)
print, 'result :',result
p l o t , c (*,64) .
oplot, g(*,64)
tiles= strarr(4)
t i l e s (0) = '~/105sub5_15%_20cml9marwater.dat'
tiles (1) = '~/105sub6_15%_20cml9marprespex.dat'
t i l e s (2) = '-/105sub7_15%_20cml9marpaper.dat'
tiles (3) = '~/105sub8_15%_20cml9marcork.dat'
o p e n w ,1, tiles (j )
w r i t e u ,1, p ,result,total (a),total(fr) ,total (g ) ,total (c)
c l o s e ,1
end
end

Subroutine to determ ine the two dimensional kernel
function pk2,p, width
b=f ltarr (width, width)
for x = 0 , width-1 do begin
for y=0, width-1 do begin
r=sqrt ( (float(x)- ( (width-1.) / 2 .]
s=p [2] *exp (-p [3] *r) +exp(-p[4] *r,

'2.+ (float (y) -((width-1.) / 2

.))

2 .)

b (x, y) =s
endfor
endfor
r e t u r n ,b
end
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Subroutine to calculate the sum of absolute difference
FUNCTION uk3,e,c
result=total (abs(float(e)-float(c)))
return, result
end

Appendix B
Program to shift the pixels x-offsets of the transmission projections to
align w ith the emission data and aligned copies of the blank scans with
the sam e shift.
In this program Proj image = transmission image
trans image = Blank scan
Author: Scott Evans, Modified by: Subhash Chand Kheruka, Dept of
Nuclear Medicine, Westmead Hospital, Westmead, Sydney, Australia
PRO shifttint6
resolve_routine, 'save_interfile '
resolve_routine, 'save_proj'
resolve_routine, 'save_ref erence '
restore , '/data/trans/adacread. sav '
adacread,a d a c ,pro j
;;;; loads projection images
patname=adac .PAT IENT_NAME
patid=adac .PATIENT_ID
patdate=adac .ACQ_DATE
pattime= '12:00:00'
s=size(proj)
numberproj = s (3)
m a t r i xsize=s(2)
restore, '/data/trans/adacread. sav '
adacread, a d a c ,ref 1
;;;;;;loads referencel

(blank scan head 1)

restore, '/data/trans/adacread.sav '
adacread, adac, ref 2
;;;;;;;; loads reference2
;spaw n , 'cd /usr/adac/pegasys'
spawn,'run_nuac_split'

(blank scan head 2)

; ;runs the nuac split program which
,-makes you pick PROJECTION, REF1,
;R E F 2 , NUAC OFFSETS

xof f sets = Fltarr (numberproj )
thelogf ile=dialog_pickf ile (path = '/usr/adac/pegx/log ',FILTER= 'nuac* '
;thelogf ile=dialog_pickf ile (path = '/data/trans/logf iles ',FILTER= '* ')
print,thelogf ile
get_lun,unita
openr,unita,thelogfile
for thisline=0,18 do begin
line= ' ' & readf, unita, line
print, line,' pre '+ string (thisline)
end
oops = strpos (line, 'W a r n i n g ')
print,'o o p s ',oops
if (oops eq 1) then begin
for thisline=19,33 do begin
line=' ' & readf,unita, line
print, line, ' pre '+ string (thisline)
end

for thisline = 34,34+numberproj-1 do begin
in nuac file
line=' ' & readf,u n i t a ,line
print,line
thepos = strpos(line, '= ')
thenum=strmid (line, thepos + 1 ,4)
xoffsets[thisline-34 ] =thenum
end

;;;33 not 34 if no warning

f ree_lun, unita
endif
if (oops eq -1) then begin
for thisline=19,32 do begin
line=' ' Sc readf,u n i t a ,line
print,line,' pre '+ s t r i n g (thisline)
end
for thisline=31,31+numberproj-1 do begin
line=' ' Sc readf ,u n i t a ,line
print,line
thepos = strpos(line, '= ')
thenum=strmid (line,thepos + 1 ,4)
xoffsets[thisline-31] =thenum
end
f ree_lun,unita
endif
transimg=f ltarr (matrixsize,matrixsize ,numberproj )
halfproj =numberproj /2
quarterproj =numberproj /4
threequarterproj =half pro j +quarterpro j
FOR theproj = 0,quarterproj-1 DO BEGIN
transimg (* ,* ,theproj )=ref 1 (* ,* ,0)
end

FOR theproj = quarterpro j ,halfproj - 1 DO BEGIN
transimg (* ,* ,theproj )=ref 1 (* ,* ,0)
end
FOR theproj = halfpro j ,threequarterpro j -1 DO BEGIN
transimg(*,*,theproj)=ref2 (* ,*,0)
end

FOR theproj = threequarterpro j ,numberproj -1 DO BEGIN
transimg(*,*,theproj)=ref2 (* ,*,0)
end
FOR view = 0 ,numberproj -1 DO BEGIN
tv,transimg (*,*,view) ,view
endfor
FOR thisone = 0 ,numberproj -1 DO BEGIN

PRINT, THISONE, ' ',XOFFSETS [THISONE]
shiftedproj=Fltarr(256,256)
shiftrefimage=Fltarr(256,256)
moveit=(xoffsets[thisone]*64/ (4096) )
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crankmoveit=moveit* (2 5 6/matrixsize)
print,m o v e i t , ' ',crankmoveit

ref image=rebin (transimg (* ,* ,thisone) ,256,256)
proj image = rebin (proj (* ,* ,thisone) ,256,256)
IF (crankmoveit GT 0) then Begin
icrankmoveit=round (abs (crankmoveit) )
FOR i = icrankmoveit,2 55 DO BEGIN
FOR j = 0,255 DO BEGIN
shiftref image (i ,j )=ref image (i - icrankmoveit,j )
shif tedpro j (i ,j )=proj image (i - icrankmoveit,j )
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
END IF

IF (crankmoveit LT 0) then Begin
icrankmoveit=round (abs (crankmoveit) )
FOR i = 0, (255-icrankmoveit) DO BEGIN
FOR j = 0,255 DO BEGIN
shif tref image (i ,j )=ref image (i +icrankmoveit,j )
shif tedpro j (i ,j )=proj image (i +icrankmoveit,j )
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
END IF
IF (abs (crankmoveit) EQ 0) then Begin
i c r ankmove it=round (abs (crankmoveit) )
FOR i = 0,255 DO BEGIN
FOR j = 0,255 DO BEGIN
shif tref image (i ,j )=ref image (i ,j )
shiftedproj (i ,j )=projimage(i ,j )
ENDFOR
ENDFOR
END IF

transimg (* ,* ,thisone) = rebin (shif tref image (* ,* ,0) ,64,64)
proj (* ,* ,thisone) =rebin (shiftedproj (* ,* ,0) ,64,64)
ENDFOR
xloadct

comment=1Shifted Reference'
wait,1
_
save reference ,transimg,p a t n a m e ,pat id,comment
comment='Shifted Transmission'
wait,1
save pro j ,pro j ,patname ,pat i d ,comment
end
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Appendix C
Program to change the integer array into flo at array
(This program written as part of thesis work)
Author: Subhash Chand Kheruka,
Hospital, Sydney, Australia

Dept of Nuclear Medicine, Westmead

pro con259,a
for

j=0,2

do begin

con20=bytarr(2048)
a= intarr(64,64,64)
file_in=strarr(3)
file_out = strarr (3)
file_in(0) = '-/90_14%_3julspect.dat
file_in(l) = '~/l84_20%_3julspect.dat
file_in(2) = '-/105_15%_3 julspect.dat
openr,1, f i l e _ i n (j )
readu,1, con2 0,a
close,1
file_out(0)=' ~ / 90c_14%_3julspect.dat
file_out(1)='~/184c_20%_3julspect.dat
file_out(2) = '~/ 105c_15%_3 julspect1.dat
b=float(a)
openw,1, f i1e _ o u t (j )
writeu, 1, b
close,1
tvscl,a, j
p r int,j
end
end
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Program to reorder the projections of transmission and em ission images
in the correct sequence
(This program written as part of thesis work)
Author: Subhash Chand Kheruka, Dept of Nuclear Medicine, Westmead
Hospital, Sydney, Australia

pro con260b,a
file_in=strarr(4)
file_out=strarr(4)
f i l e _ i n (0)='~ / 90c_14%_3julspect.dat
fi l e _ i n (1)='~/184c_20%_3julspect.dat
f i l e_in(2)='-/105airc_15%_3julspect.dat
f i l e_in(3) = '- / 105c_15%_3julspectl.dat
file_out(0) = '-/90cl_14%_3julspect .dat
file_out(1) = '~/184cl_2 0%_3julspect.dat
file_out(2 )= '~/105aircl_15%_3julspect.dat
file_out(3) = '~/ 105cl_15%_3 ju l s p e c t l .dat
for j =0,3 do begin
a=fltarr(64,64,64)
openr,1, f i l e _ i n (j )
readu,1,a
close,1
c = f l t a r r (64 , 6 4 , 6 4 )
c [* / * / 0 :15] = a [* , * , 0 :15]
c [* ,*,16 :31] = a [* , * ,32:47]
c [* ,*,32 :4 7 ] = a [*,* ,16:31]
c [* ,*,48 :63] = a [* , * ,48:63]

openw,1, f i1e _ o u t (j )
writeu,1, c
close,1
for i=0,63 do tvscl, c(*,*,i)
t v s c l ,c ,j
end
end
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Program to calcu late the geom etric mean of conjugate views of
transmission and emission im ages.
(This program written as part of thesis work)
Author: Subhash Chand Kheruka, Dept of Nuclear Medicine, Westmead
Hospital, Sydney, Australia

pro con263jul,a
for j=0,3 do begin
a = f l t a r r (64,64,64)
file_in=strarr(4)
file out=strarr(4)

f i l e _ i n (0) = '~/10 5cl_15%_3julspect.dat
f i l e _ i n (1) = '~/9 0cl_14%_3julspect.dat
f i l e _ i n (2) = '~ / 184cl_2 0%_3 julspect.dat
f i l e _ i n (3) = '- / 10 5aircl_15%_3julspect.dat
f i l e_out(0) = '~ / 105gm_l 5%_3julspect.dat
fi l e _ o u t (1)='~ / 9 0gm_14%_3julspect.dat
fil e _ o u t (2)='~/184gm_20%_3julspect.dat
f i l e_out(3)='~/l05airgm_15%_3julspect.dat
o p e n r ,1,file_in(j )
r e a d u ,1,a
c l o s e ,1

; Reverse the first 32 projections (0 tO 180 degree)
c = fltarr(64,64,32)
for i = 0 ,63 do begin
c (63-i,*,0:31)= a (i,*,0:31)
endfor

; Calculate the geometric mean
d = s qrt(c(*,*,0:31)*a (*,*,32:63))
o p e n w ,1,f i1e _ o u t (j )
writeu,1,d
c l o s e ,1
for k = 0 ,31 do tvscl,
end
end

d(*,*,k),j
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